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TABLE 1.1

Currently Developed Types of Fuel Cells and Their Characteristics and Applications
Electric
- / Efficiency
Fuel
(System)

FueiCell~
Alkaline FC
(AFC)

KOH

OH

6O-120·C

Pure H2

35-55%

Proton
exchange
membrane FC
(PEMFC)'
Phosphoric acid
FC (PAFC)

Solid polymer
(such as
Nafion)

H+

50-100·C

Pure H2
(tolerates
CO2)

35-45%

Phosphoric
acid

H+

-220·C

40%

Molten
carbonate FC
(MCFC)

Lithium and
potassium
carbonate

CO;

-650·C

Solid oxide FC
(SOFC)

Solid oxide
electrolyte
(yttria,
zirconia)

0 2

-lOOO·C

Pure H2
(tolerates CO"
approx.1%
CO)
H 2,CO,CH.,
other
hydrocarbons
(tolerates
CO2)
H 2,CO,CH.,
other
hydrocarbons
(tolerates

-

-

.~

Ao:

Power Rangel
Application

i/

<5 kW, niche
markets
(military,
space)
Automotive,
CHP (5-250
kW),
portable
CHP (200 kW)

>50%

200kW-MW
range, CHP
and stand
alone

>50%

2kW-MW
range, CHP
and stand
alone

CO,)
a

Also known as a solid polymer fuel cell (SPFC).

for the ~-alkali industrLby DuPont and have proved instrumental in combining a!!.!!te key par~
of a fuel cell, anode and cathode electrodes and the electrot te, in a ver com acu~lhIhis~n.:bran~_J
~ ectrode assembll, (ME~), not thicker than a few hundred microns, is the heart of a PEMFC and,
when supplied wit
d air, generates electric power at cell voltages up to I V nd power densities
of up to abou 1 Wcm-2• ) -----------------~-~------The membrane relies on the presence of liquid water to be able to conduct protons effectively, and
this limits the temperature up to which a PEMFC can be operated. Even when operated under pressure,
operating temperatures are limited to below 100°C. Therefore, to achieve good performance, effective
electrocatalyst technology (Chapter 6) is required. The c~talysts form thin (several microns to several
tens of microns) gas-porous electrode layers on either side of the membrane. Ionic contact with the
membrane is often enhanced by coating the electrode layers using a liquid form of the membrane ionomer.
The MEA is typically located between a pair of current collector plates with machined flow fields for
distributing fuel and oxidant to anode and cathode, respectively (compare Fig. 4.2 in Chapter 4). A water
jacket for cooling may be inserted at the back of each reactant flow field followed by a metallic current
collector plate. The cell can also contain a humidification section for the reactant gases, which helps to
keep the membrane electrolyte in a hydrated, proton-conduction form. The technology is given a more
thorough discussion in Chapter 4 (compare Section 10.2.3).
Having served as electric power supply in the Gemini space program, this type of fuel cell was brought
back to life by the work of Ballard Power Systems. In the early 1990s, Ballard developed the Mark 5 fuel
cell stack [Fig. 1O.4(a)] generating 5 kW total power at a power density of 0.2 kW per liter of stack
volume. With the Mark 900 stack [Fig. lO.4(b) 1jointly developed by Ballard and DaimlerChrysler in late
1990s, the power density had increased more than fivefold to over 1 kWII. At a total power output of 75'
kW, this stack meets the performance targets for transportation (compare Section 10.2.3).
PEMFCs are also being developed for stationary applications. In the 250-kW range, Ballard Generation
Systems is currently the only PEMFC-based developer. More recently, the micro-CHP range has been
claimed by a wide range of developers. Here, high power density is not the most crucial issue. In a
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FIGURE 2.1 The achievements highlighted in this chapter are grouped into nine sections, The chronology is based
on the year of publication by authors and companies. (Teflon® and Nafion® are registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont
de Nemours and Company.)

In the early history of the fuel cell, researchers recognized - but struggled to achieve - the high
theoretical efficiency of electrochemical energy conversion. Improvements were needed in the design of
electrodes, the selection of suitable electrolytes, and the development of compatible hardware materials
to support the reactions. This chapter retells the development of the main types of fuel cells, reviewing
the progression that has led to the current state of the technology.
The timeli~. 2.1 shows the nine sections uLthe chapter. The early period of development
encompassed four of the types classified in terms of !;lectrolyte: the "gaseous voltaic batter,y" used a,9ueous
acid, and the "direct coal" fuel cells were tested with alkaJine, carbonate, and spUd oxide electrolytes.
After the'dfscussion of these beginnings, each type of fuel cell is addressed in a separate~~h
highlights of the major achievements ordered by chronology. After the sections about types, the final
section about road vehicles includes the three types of fuel cells that have been used in vehicle propulsion
systems. The conclusion summarizes the lineage of the main types of fuel cells and offers references to
other significant work that could not be accommodated in this chapter.
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The UGaseous Voltaic Battery"

Before it went by the name "fuel cell" (Rideal and Evans, 1922), it was first known as the;gaseous
~aic hattery" (Grove, !84t). The gaseous voltaic battery of Grove used platinum electrodes and

sulfuric acid electrolyte, with hydrogen and oxygen as reactants. At that time, platinum was already
known to be a catalyst for the reaction between hydrogen and oxygen, and the first published exper
imental results of Grove were "an important illustration" of that principle (Grove, 1839). Schoenbein
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had referred to this principle in 1838, using it to explain the electrical current that he measured in
experiments on platinum electrodes, but it was necessary for him to bring this to the attention of the
scientific community after the demonstration of Grove's battery of cells (Schoenbein, 1843). Another
instance of researchers claiming precedent occurred after the demonstration by Mond and Langer
(1889) of their gas battery, which was more practical; Alder Wright and Thompson (1889) brought
attention to their "aeration plate" electrodes that also acted as a matrix to contain the electrolyte.
Among other, less controversial papers about improvements to the gas battery was one from Lord
Rayleigh (1882), reporting the use of platinum gauze as electrodes with higher surface area. Also,
Rayleigh, and later Mond and Langer, used as fuel impure hydrogen derived from coal, which preceded
the efforts to develop a "direct coal" fuel cell.
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William R. Grove {1839, 1842, 1843, 1845, 1854}

In 1839, when the fuel cell was invented by William R. Grove, it was called a "gaseous voltaic battery"
(Grove, 1842). Grove performed this first experiment in Swansea, Wales, and included a description
of the gaseous battery as 'a postscript to an article describing experiments with electrode materials
for galvanic batteries. In the experimental set-up, ~"platinum-=lectrodes were halfway submerged
into a beaker of aqueous sulfuric acid, and tubes were.J!.!yerted over each of the electrodes, one
c(frlUiTning hydrogen gas and the other contaming oxygen gas. When the tubes were lowered, the
gases displaced the electroly!e, leaving only a thin coating of the acid solution on the electrode; a
galvanometer deflected to indicate a flow of electrons between the two electrodes. After the initial
deflection, the current decreased in magnitu3e, but thereaction rate could be restored,by renewin.s
the electrolyte layer.
~ Because of the importance of this coating layer, Grove later realized that the reaction was depen
dent on the "surface of actiQlL...(Grove, 1842), an area of contact between the gas reactant and a
layer of liquidelectrolyte thin enough to allow the gas to diffuse to the solid electrode. To increase
the surface of action, Grove used platinized platinUJ:.i1'~lectrodes (platinum particles deposited on_
a solid platinum electrode), and with 26 cells connected in ekctrical series was able tQ achieve his
goal of electrolyzing water bthe roducts of electrol sis - hydrogen and oxygen. A smaller, four
ce versIOn 0
rove s gas battery is shown in Fig. 2.2. In further experiments, Grove substituted
different gases in the tubes to see what effects he would observe, and he found that with a combi
n~tion of hYdr~ and nitrogen, there was a ~l!g~ect; he understood that oxy~ from the~
had dissolved in the solution.
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FIGURE 2.2 Grove (1842) built a gas battery with 50 cells and found that 26 cells were the minimum needed to
electrolyze water. In this figure, four cells are shown. (With permission from The Taylor and Francis Group, http://
www.tandf.co.uk.)
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Controversy existed about the operating principle of the gaseous battery, and Grove (1843) strove to
prove his opinion that it was oxygen that contributed to the chemical reaction. He tested fourteen
combinations of gases on the anode and cathode and concluded that chlorine and oxygen, fed to one of
the electrodes, and h drogen and carbon monoxide, fed to the other, "are the onl ases which are
eCI e y capable of electro-s thetically combinm so as to produce a voltaic current:' Because 0 the
selectivity 0 the ga~eous battery to oxyg~n rather than nitrogen in the air, he proposed a practical use
for the fuel cell - as a eudiometer, an instrument to determine the volumetric composition of a gas
mixture, used especiany for dete2!!ining the purity Qf air.

In 1845, Grove presented to the Royal Society of London the results of additional experiments and
introduced the gas voltaic battery as an instrument to test for vaeorization. He used ehosphQrus and
iodine in the ;olid form, which are non-conductin ,and sus ended them in nitro en ~
gas attery, an
e ce gave a continuous voltaic current. He also tested "other volatile electro-positive
boaIes, such as camphor, essential oils, ether and alcohol:' placing them in nitrogen on the anode side
and associating them with oxygen, and he found that those cells gave a continuous voltaic current. He
then described a "new form of gas battery" that could accommodate an indefinite number of cells, using
hydrogen from zinc and oxygen from the air.
-------..
In 1854, in a commentary on a paper (Matteucci, 1854), Grove proposed a farther-reaching application
of the gas battery as a source of electricity derived from conventional fuels:


r

It has often occurr~ to me, that if, instead of using zinc and acids, which are manufactured, and
comparatively expensive materials, for the production of electricity, we could realize the electricity
developed by the combustion in atmospheric air, of common coal, wood, fat, or other raw material,
we should have at once a fair prospect of the commercial application of electricity.
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This application stemmed from his "conviction ... that every ch~mical sY!l~eticaction may, by a
proper disposition of the constituents, be made to produce i voltaic curren!!' -~~~

2.1.2 Christian Friedrich Schoenbein {1838, 1839, 1843)
After reading about the experiments of ~Schoenbein (184;3) drew attention to experiments of
his own, published in 1841 and 1842, that were similar in subject and had results "closely connected"
to those of Grove. Schoenbein (1838) had been trying to prove that currents were not the result of
two substances coming into "mere contact" with eachother, but were c3uscd...by a "chemical action."
In a letter published in 1839 (written in December 1838), Schoenbein reported a conclusion based on
experiments on platina wire and how it could become polarized or depolarized depending on the
atmosphere in which it was placed. He tested fluids, seEarated by a membrane, with different gases
dissolved in each compartment. One of the tests used platina wires to bridge one compartment having
cf~furi~ro en was dIssolved with another com artment that had dilute sulfuric
aCi in w ich no hydrogen was dissolved, but which was exposed to air. T e compartment with
fiydrogen had a negative polarity compared to the one without hydrogen. With gold and silver wires,
no current was present. In one of his conclusions, he recognized that the combination of hydro~n
and oxygen was caused by platinum:
~~
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h~ chemical combination of:rgen and hydrogen in acidulated (or common) water is broUght abou~
by the presence of platina in the same manner as that metal determines the chemical union of gaseous
oxygen and hydrogen.

G

In his conclusion to this letter, Schoenbein used the results from this test to demonstrate that it was
not "mere contact" buHt was "chemical action" that caused the current, for if it had been the contact,
the gold and silver wires woul,f Eave produced the same effect. But because platinum was known to
catalyze the combination of hydrogen and oxy&~.!d~d gQl!L!!lliUilver 'YS~t), th~rent was
~have been caused by the "combination of hydrogen with [the] oXffiCn [contained dissolved
in wa'ter}a"nd not by contact:'
.


."
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2.1.3 Lord Rayleigh (1882)
In 1882, "a new form of gas battery" was developed by Lord Rayleigh and was an attempt to improve
the efficiency of the platinum electrode by ~reasing the surface of actiqn between the solid electrode,
the gas, and the liquid, "or at any rate meets the liquid and is very near the gas:' Rayleigh used two ~
of platinum gauze ~n area of about 20 i!f (instead of the usual Qlatinum fom, placing the ail: _
eTectrode on th~ surfru;e of the liquid electrolyte so that the "upper surface is damp but not immersed"
and the hydrogen electrode on the surface but in an enclosed chamber. Besides using hydrogen, he also
used coat gas as fuel, and the gas batteryproduced "an inferior, but still considerable, currenC'
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2.1.4 Mond and Langer (1889)
The "new form of gas battery" described by Ludwig Mond and Carl Langer in 1889 was more than an
improvement; It was the prototype for the practical fuel cell. These researchers consider~d their main '
contributio~ as being a solution to the problem of electrode flooding, caused by a liquid electrolyte. The
sulfuric acid could be held in place by using a matrix:
[Grove], as well as later investigators, overlook one important point, viz., the necessity of maintaining
the condensing power of the absorbent unimpaired ... platinum black, the most suitable absorbent
for gas batteries, loses its condensing power almost completely as soon as it gets wet, and that it is
therefore necessary for our purpose to keep it comparatively dry.
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The matrix, also called diaphragm, was a porous, non-conducting solid:

(

... such as plaster of Paris, earthenware, asbestos, pasteboard, &c., is impregnated by dilute sulPhurif!
acid or another electrolyte, and is covered on both sides with thin perforated leaf of platinum or gold
and with a thin film of platinum black.
In continuing to describe their first of two designs,. Mond and Langer showed their insight into
developing practical hardware to sustain tb!: fuel cell reaction. They realized th~t internal.electrical
resistance would reduce the voltage from as!:!?ss the two electrodes:
'v v V c;;;t~\,
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The platinum or gold leaf, which serves as conductor for the ge~erated electricity (the platinum blaCk]
being a very bad conductor), is placed in contact at small intervals with strips of lead or other good
[ conductor in order to reduce the internal resistance of the battery to a minimum.
Figure 2.3 shows one of Mond and Langer's desilms for a
Monaand Langer were concerned about a lower electromotive force (EMF) or open circuit cell voltage,
and they realized that it was related to the method used to prepare the platinum black catalyst. Their
data, showing the performance of one catalyst, are presented in Fig. 2.4.
Mond and Langer investigated the cause of the lower open circuit voltage, which they reported to be
0.97 V instead of the expected 1.47 V. (The maximum cell voltage that was expected, according to
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FIGURE 2.3

Langerj1889), which used a diaphragm to contain the
yconducting strips, E: ebonite plates, G: gastight
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FIGURE 2.5
(1889) broug

FIGURE 2.4 The performance of a gas battery of Mond and Langer (1889). It is unclear whether these data are
based on the cathode reactant being pure oxygen or oxygen from the air because Mond and Langer fed their cells
with both gases. The electrode area was 42 cm2 •
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Liebhafsky and Cairns (1968), was based on the "Thomse in
a chemical reaction was a m~.--!Lc emical ~nity of the reactan$-in other words, the change
i~e e ual to the chan e in Gibbs ener .) By substituting different electrode
maten
ot anode and cathode, they identified it to be the PtO as the electrode that caused the
loss. These data would be confirmed by Alder Wright and Thompson in a paper (see Section 2.1.5) meant
to dispute the originality of Mond and Langer's worl}.
Mond and Langer calculated that the efficiency of the battery was nearly 50% (based on the exPected
~d that the wasted energy was converted to heat within the-CeiCTh maintain the
temperature constant at 40"C, they passed through excess air, which simultaneously removed the water

formed at the cathode.

-

With a useful effect of 50 per cent, one-half of the heat produced by the combination of the H with
the 0 is set free in the battery, and raises its temperature. By passing through the battery a sufficient
excess of air, we can keep the temperature of the battery constant at about 40"C, and at the same time
carry off the whole of the water formed in the battery by means of the gases issuing from it, so that
the platinum black is kept sufficiently dry, and the porous plate in nearly the same state of humidity.

r

I"

'
The battery performance degraded by 4 to 10% in a period of an hour. Mond and Langer identified
the concentration gradient of the acid, being stronger at the anode than the cathode, as the cause].
'\
"Probably this difference of concentration of the acid sets up a counter-currene' To reduce the concen
tration polarization, they switched the gases at the electrodes and therefore the direction of ion flow
through the diaphragm once per hour, to return the acid to the weak side.
Ludwig M~n deX!:!.oping this gas battery with the hope of it using more efficiently his "Mond
Gas," tl1eJ?rOducjflfthe reaction of~d steam passed through glowing coal (Cohen, 1956). Originally,
MOOd had intended to synthesize ammonia with this reaction, but the results showed that no fixation of
nitrogen occurred Instead, the reaction product was rich in hydrogen, and this "smokeless fuel" could be
used for power generation and for heating furnaces and kiln? Mona knew that its chemical energy would
be more efficientI~;-d b a as batt;;:Y to produce electriCi ,andin 1889, he and Carl Langer reported
that the perfonnance of a gas battery was sustainable when fed with Mon Gas containing 30 to 40% H 2 •

L
~,

~i; .

2.1.5 Alder Wright and Thompson (1889)
One day after seeing the demonstration of Mond and Langer at a meeting of the Royal Society of London,
Alder Wri~d Thompson (1889) reintroduced a device that they had used in experiments performed
"In 1887, intending to prove that their workhad been perfonned first. Their~were called "aeratioJ;
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FIGURE 2.5 In response to the demonstration of Mond and Langer's gas battery, Alder Wright and Thompson
(1889) brought attention to their "double aeration plate cells," which had been developed earlier.

!Se data are
:l their cells

plates:' T~.Q.!lIili!g: (plati~~lack giviu the highest perfQrmance) was a plied
the surface o.f unglazJ:~,L~nware, o.£.. Qth~TI!i!~~~_no.nuctmtL!!!~
electrolyte (sulfuric acid o.r caustic sQda so.lutio.n) was abso.rbed in~ materiaLQn the o.pPQsite
swe o.f the ~plateo.f o.xidizable metal o.r o.f no.n-o.xidizable material immersed in an
oxidizable fluid: "By emplo.ying two. aeratio.n plates. Qne in co.ntact with the air and o.ne v6th the Qlddjsah~
gas, a fo.rm Qf gas battery was QbtaiIie<I:"Figure 2.5 sho.ws Alder Wrightand ThQmpson's apparatus .
~ witIi chambers atrer:a;ting between hydro.gen (clo.sed) and air (o.pen to. the atm~ere), the device
was called "do.uble aer~~_~~_~.tSealing the chambers was difficult, and the leakage o.f gases frQm
Qne chamber to' aiiOther resulted in an o.pen circuit vo.ltage Qf less than 1 vo.lt per cell. The maximum
vo.ltage reached 0.6 to' 0.7 vo.lts per cell with measurable current. Despite this pOQr perfo.rmance, Alder
Wright and T1iOiDPso.n co.ncluded that technically it wo.uld be po.ssible-toCQnstruc~Quble aeratiQn
plate cells" large eno.ugh to' yield currents with a small current density required by each cell to maintain
a high cell vo.ltage. o.wever, the also. co.ncluded that the econQmic PQssibility o.f develo.ping a "large
ur Qses was o.o.r.
appliance" with sufficient po.wer fo.r co.mmerCl
Alder fig
n
o.mpso.n alSo. fQresaw the use o.f liqui fuels as the SQurces Qf energy. To. pro.duce
PQwerful currents with atmo.spheric air and large aeration plates, the SQurce o.f energy eQuId be metal
(zinc o.r aluminum) Qr a fluid, such as so.lutio.n of sodium hydrosuIhte or ammoniacal cuprous o.xide:
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and such like founs o.f co.mparatively cheap so.urces Qf energy, but we are far from being co.nvinced
'1:hat such a~ are impracticable.
~
_
-----------~
Alder
Wright and Tho.mpso.n tested different co.mbinatiQns o.f materials for the aeratio.n plate, reco.rding
the same perfQrmance as Mo.nd and Langer had two. years later when investigating the IQwer Qpen circuit
EMF, and they fo.und that platinum black gave the highest vo.ltage.

2.2 UElectricity Direct from Coal"
At a time when o.nly 10% o.f the chemical energy in co.al was converted into. mechanical energy in a steam ~
'engine, Ostwald (1894) perceived electrQchemistr as the so.lutio.n to. the inefficient energy cQnversio.n
process. Ostwald was ismayed that the o.nly energy that co.uld be harnessed in a steam engine was
between the bQiler and the ~enser, and 'that the energy o.f burning the co.al to raise the temperature
~§..~_t.Jnstead o.f lo.sing this amo.unt, he proposed that using electro.chemistrf was a better way - Qne
that co.nverted energy witho.ut heat - so. that the entire energy co.ntent o.f coal CQuid be wo.n. His ho.pe
was to. produce electricity fro.m cQal bY-electrQchemical processes, but it was uncertai;h'o.;ti'ie galvanic
item WQuld be created. Ostwald did refer to' an attempt by Jablo.chkoff (1877 in Ostwald, 1894), who.

.~--------------------------------------
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used saltpeter (potassium nitrate) in an attempt to produce electricity directly from coal. ~twald
recommended the search for a different electrol e one that would not be consumed in the reac . n.
acques 896 built el cells that produced electricity from coal, but Haber and Bruner (1904)
determined the electrochemical reaction to have been first between the coal and the electrolyte and then
with the electrode; therefore, instead of the direct oxidation of coal, the Jac~:' Baur
and Ehrenberg (1912) tested ~ of electrol es in ludin h droxide, carbonate, silicate a
~ A mixture of alkali metal carbonates was used by Baur and Brunner (1935), who ound that CO 2
supplied to the cathode improved the performance of the fuel cell. Because the molten electrolyte flooded
the electrodes, Baur and Brunner (937) concluded that a solid electrolyte was more suitable and be!Wl
investigating ceramic materials.

Jacques sF
would bring
range and c
electricity fo

'-----

2.2.1 William Jacques {1896}
In 1896, William W. Jacques reported on his experiments to produce "electricity direct from coaI:' He
had "often dreamed of converting the stored-u ene
.
ome for
eve
V
useful to man t an eat," which would be in the form of electricity, but the production of electricity was
complicated and mefficient. After experiments in which he tried to convert the energy of coal more
directly into electricity, such as harnessing the lightning from his "miniature thunder-storms;'l1efigured
he could convert the stored-up energy of coal directly into eleCtrIcity ...
~

-

[

~

~
'foil
.\ <Ie;.

~\'i'

j'

To do this, Jacques submer ed coal in a Ii uid to prevent the oxygen of the air from making din:
contact with the coal. He intended for e 0
en to ,item orariI en er .
chemical Ilui with the
t en e crowed out b a further supply of OX}!:gen and forced to combine with the coal." His
sIze experimental reactor proved that the concept worked. A small platinum crucible was
partially filled with common potash (potassium hydroxide) and was 'held over a gas flame to keep the
potash electrolyte in the molten state. A peanut-sized lump of ordinary coke was held in the potash by
a platinum wire, and air was blown into the molten electrolyte through a platinum tube. The wire holding
the coal acted as the negative electrode, and the crucible was the positive electrode:

I~'"

I

1~~

Attaching these wires to a small electric motor, I found that when air was blown into the potash the .
motor started, and moved more rapidly as air was blown in; when the current of air was interrupted, ~
the motor stopped. From this minute apparatus a current of several amperes was obtajned The electromotive force was a little over one volt.
., rA G:" >)'/

J

(\

~:

This design was built on a Jtrger scale, and what had been a platinum crucible became an ~l
for the sake of lower expense. Jacques called the cell of the "~arbon electric generator" a "pot;' a~_
I::9t contained potassium hydroxide surrounding six sticks of carbon, 3 inches in diameter a d 18 inches
lQUg. Each pot produce about 2.75 amEeres per square inch of carbon surface 116 rnA/cm2); ad a
voltage a bit higher than 1 V. nd produced a little more than, one electrical horsepower ~
V:;f.). The cell current was increased when the~on in the electrolyte was ~ by using
an air supply pipe with a rose nozzle to divide the gas into fine sprays.
Jacques realized that the pisadvantage of using potassium hydroxide as the electrolyte was the absorp
ti~n of carbonic acid (carbon dioxide dissolved in a liquid), which in the base would be converted to
carbonate. Eventually, the contaminated electrolyte would have to be cleansed. Jacques also realized that
~ a molten electrolyte required a heat source, and the eI}ergy consumed in the heating amounted to
l~of the" amount of coal used to produce 1336 W x hr, as shown in T a b .
a 1-1b mass of \
coal<!4:1b was co.Jlsumed in the ~ and .61b was
on the grate to supply heat, and 1336 W x
hr was produced, which is 32% of the theoretical amount (higher heating va ue 0 car on).

V

I

:;:;:;::::

~'.

2.2.2 Ha

~/

.~

... if the oxygen of the air could be made to combine with the coal under such circumstances that the
production of heat coul~evented, and at the same time a S£.nducting path could be provided in
which a current of el~ctricity might..s!evelop, the ~ical ~!Y:2f the coal for the oxygen would
necessarily be converted into electricity and not into heat.
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TABLE 2.1

The Performance of the "Carbon Electric Generator" ofjacques

Electrical power generated
Electrical power consumed by the air pump
Net electrical power generated
Carbon consumed in pots
Coal consumed on grate (for heating)
Total fuel consumed

(l89~\

2.16 hp (1611 W)
0.11 hp (82 W)
2.05 hp (1529 W)
0.223 Ib/hp/hr
0.336lb/hp/hr
0.559 Ib/hp/hr

\,
\
)

f)';

Jacques spetuhlfedaf the improvements the more efficient and cleaner ~..Qiroa.Lto roduce electricity
would bring about: ~ith higher speeds and 19~~E P0.lutionJ transatlantic liners with farther /~.'
range and quieter motors; lightin , he~ti~~ cooking for homes by cleaner~lectricity; cheaper
electricity fo?1ne a urgical reduction of ores; and cleaner air in larg~c;1.i~;:
~

11K '

:oa1." He
en more
icitywas
)al more
e figured

2.2.2 Haber and Bruner (1904)

latthe
dedin
would

Haber and Bruner (1904) worked on direct coal fuel cells, which were called ths;.:racq~element;' inves
tigating the electrical potential of iron electrodes in molten alkaline electrob:!es and fuldi;g that the coal
first reacted with the electrol e~h made it an "indirect" coal fuel cell. Haber and Bruner pointed out
t at caustic soda (sodium hydroxide, NaOHl contained ~ganese as an impurity, and even technical
grade ironars;;-couta'
.'
a ese would become oxidized in the res~nce of o~
from the air to for perman auate MnO -' w ich would act as the vehicle for the oxygen from the air
.
. e Iron, coated with an oxide layer, "w~ a splendi'
(or the water) to t~
To prove their theory, Haber and Bruner substituted the iron WlUl PrIgm pi3unum, WllIClI 3l.1i.Q.
.
~ogen was formed by the coal in t~e molten caustic soda by the reaction: £, + H 20 2Na6H:,=
!=O)N~+ 4H2 • The water needed for the reaction is present in molten caustic soda even at tern
res
"'"""" O°c. Another reaction generating hydrogen involved carbon monoxide and caustic soda: CO +
':::,.
.
-"",,::.
2NaQH C0 3 Na + H .
Haber an
uner concluded that the prospects of the JafSLues coal cell were poor because the electrolyte
would be consumed for the sake of producing hydrogen:
,I
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\ Das Jacquessche Kohle-Element wird nun wohl allmaehlich aus dem Kreise der technischen Probleme
verschwinden. Denn wer wollte Hoffnungen an eine Zelle knuepfen, deren Arbeit die Notwendigkeit
einschliesst, das teuere Aetznatron zu der billigen Soda zu verschlechtern, urn dafuer eine geringe
Wasserstoffentwicklung und Wasserstoffwirkung einzutauschen?

f

Translation: The Jacques coal element will now robabl disappear gradually from the circle oftechnical
problems. Because who would want to attach hopes to a cell that, in order to work, requires the
degradation of ex~da into~ in order to obtain a small am~!I_t..of ~rogen
and hydrogen effect?
"=

)

V

I

I

..yY"

{J

2.2.3 Baur and Ehrenberg (1912)
Baur and Ehrenberg (1912) followed the work of Taitelbaum (1910, in Baur and Ehrenberg, 1912),
selecting molten silver as the catho for a . a
\I because of its ~d Qx:y~n-dis.sQ)YiQg,'p~
With one e ectro e aving been selected, they investigated different e ectrolyteslwhlch they Identified as
having to b~ in order to maintain the temperature. Th~mate~ould be either .the caJ!:on
i sel or f(lf aseous fuels such as hydr:.,qgen and carbon monoxide, a metal but, specifically, one that was
less x ensive than p atinum, uch as iron or co er.
The electrolytes t at were tested were soda (sodium hydroxide) and potash (E..0tassium hydroxide) or
a mixture of the two; Rotassium sodium carb'Onate (KNaCO,); potassium silicate (K2Si03 ) with added
-=
potassium fluoride; cryolite (!:J~F6) with alumina (~203); and borax (sodium borate:'N!W7)' The
temperature was 1000°C, and the researchers reported obtaining a performance of 100 A/m 2 at 1 V.

.....-
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Eon, nickel, and copper were used as the al!9de electrode for testing with y~ogen and carbon
o ten silver was the o::!y&'en el~~de e~ the_ air. odium orat wasthe
o e. With hydrogen as fuel, the iron and nickel proved to be better suited for the reaction than
copper, which could not dissolve ii much hydrogen and which also formed an oxide layer that would
dissolve in the borate. With carDon monoxide, the hi hest rerforrnance of 0 aO V was achie~the
nickel, but Baur and Ehrenberg considere that value unsatisfactory.

2.2.4 Bam and Brunner (1935, 1937)

_-;-- _____

Bau~Brunner (1935) returned to the problem of the ~.ct-,o~_~ despite the~oblems

~ith it (h}~h temperatures, ash formation, dilution of the fuel gases by carbon dioXI

~ater vap2tl, focusing their efforts on carbonate electrolytes. The electrolyte was a mixture of salts
containing eight parts of K1C03, seven parts of NaZCO), and six parts of NaCI with some borates.
With ~n astIie anoile)electrode and€§tinum the catl:tg.dil, they operated the cell at 500 to 600°C
and found that the performance worsened rapidly when current was drawn from the electrodes._ But
wpen they fed ~ode-WitJ.::L the exhaled air fro~ breath, the performance improved in a
remarkable way (see Fig: 2.6). They showed that the improvement was caused b~h;;n dio:iili!~/It was
thought that at the at ode,oXI es r
a 0'; 'ch blocked the carbon dioxide from dissolving in
the electrolyte. They staU:,d that it was msu Clent or e carbon dioxide that formed at the anode to
dissolve in the electrolyte, and therefore an external source was re ired.
In 1937, Baur and Brunner reported on their testmg 0 . on cathodes that they had mentioned in their
paper of 1935, and they also pointed t<2 ~Beginmng WIth a description of previous work by
Ehrenberg, Treadwell-Trumpler, Brunner, and Barta, they gave an account of the reasons for the pro
gression (see Fig. 2.7). The TreadwefI-Triimpler cell used a porous d'
a of rna nesia (MgO)
t~ ~trode ~r' but that mcre~nce. Therefore, efforts returned to
~

1111 "k

I I

IIJI ",

_

=-+::::--

so:::

I

I I
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FIGURE 2.6 With CO2 fed to the cathode, performance improved in a carbonate fuel cell (Baur and Brunner,'
1935). The cathode was platinum.
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FIGURE 2.7
cell designs used for the direct coal fuel cell (Baur and Brunner, 1937). C: coal, D:
diaphragm, and F: Festleitem (solid state conductor).
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Translation: For the building of coal-air chains, melts of alkali
carbonate are to be rejected
H . ' In
't
..
addition, the !!,1ag!!etite ai~rode. which is the only efficient one for practical use, requires a
~ This however, under all circumstances, would fall to destruction by the soda m~
Instead, Baur and Brunner proposed ~ing (~lid:erec~roly!e in the ~cause of its simplicity but
at the same time acknowledged the difficulty of reducing the internal resistance. Glass was deemed too
fragile but porcelain-looked promising. A thin porcelain pipe with O.l-cm wall thickness had a resistance
of 50 Q at 1000oe. Baur and Brunner identified as their task the development of a ceramic II!~teri.?l w~h
~e same moldabilty and durability, but with a resistance one magnitude lower.

2.3 The Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
~~~r a!:d Preis (1937) develope? the solid oxide fuel cell outofa need fora more manageable eIectro~_
compared to the molten electrdiytes. They used a solid compound that had been developed by WiIheIirl
N~t in 1899. A simIlar zlrcon~-l>"sed electrolyte was used by w-eissbart, and Ruka in 1962 at the
.----
yvestinghouse Electric eorp~;rtion.
Nernst (1899) had investigated solid conductors at high temperatures for use as lamps because, at that
time, incaIi&scent lamps had just been develo~d=;;nd used filaments with high melting points, especially
carbon and also osmi!lm !Ind tantaluI,f1. (Carbon had a short life span because it would vaporize at high
t~;;peratures in the vacuum chamber; not until 1906 WilS.!J,lflgsten us~d as filament.) For metals, because
resistance increases as temperature increases, the fila~nt could
reachthe temperatures necessary to
emit radiation in the visible spectrum.
J:::Iernst realized that, compared to metals, melted salts ~ il1~e c:>pposi.~ way, improving their .s::z.-0~1'
~onductivity at high temperatures. He was trying to develop an electrical lamp ("glow body") by using solid
electrolytes and found that the conductivities of mixed oxides were su Ism hi h
m era es.
In particular, mixtures Mg, Si, Zr, and rare earth elements ave extraordinary conductiviti~- beyond
4 siemens, which was much higher than the most conductive sulfuric acid (0.74_ am~
..._ _
Nernst first used alternating current to avoid possible decom osition of the electrol e b ele
sis, ~}
but when he tried direct current the conductors continued t mit Ii ht or hundreds of hours, showing
~o effect of decomposition as was initially feare£!. Nernst and Wil
1900) prepared electrolytic glow
bodies from the oxides of ~.trconium, thorium, yttrium, and the rare earth el~!!l..l:!l!~which emitted nearly
pure white light compared to the "strongly reddish light of the normal lamps:' They found that the pins
began emitting light between 500 and 700 e depending on their composition.

not

~r--

I cell (Baur and Brunner,

--

0

__ • _ _
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2.3.1 Baur and Preis (1937)

~,:(

"'1;.~., ~'.

'f;'

' '.•';i

.">;

~runner,

_~.

1937). C: coal, D:

Baur and Preis (1937), in the article immediately following that of Baur and Brunner (1937), reported
on investigations into suitable solid electrolytes and a design of a celL (According to Baur and Preis,
earlier, in 1916, Baur and Treadwell had applied for\a patent, but it seemed at the time that coal
chains would work only with molten electrolytes. After the investigation by Baur and Brunner, ~Lwas
~ed that solid conductors deserved ~us developments to lower their resistanEe, and Baur and
~reis investigated the internal resistance at different temperatures.) ~a~ materials w::,0esteclat
1050 and nooce in the form of tubes made out ofbric ard cia an
la
elai ,
but a of the materials were deemed to be useless because of high resistances (ranging from 20 to
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TABLE 2.2

No.

2
3
4

G)

History

Comparison of Solid Electrolytes Used by Baur and Preis (1937)

Composition
Zr0 2
Zr0 2 + 10% MgO
Ce0 2 + 50% day
"Electron-Mass" ;.
"Nernst-Mass"
85% Zr0 2 + 15% Y20,

Resistance at
1050°C (n)

90
60
200
"~')

(E)

Behavior
Current consumption increases resistance; no noticeable polarization
Like No.1
Polarization; no noticeable resistance increase
Like No.3
Current consumption increases resistance to 15 ohms; no
polarization.

Note: Samples were tested as tubes of similar dimensions.

()~-I> 19
~.

yJY

\v'IJ l~

,.o'f: U
V~~ pi

'Yt(

~\~
,0

600 n, respectively). (The hard porcelain had the lowest resistance, but, when current was passed
through, it developed a non-conductive layer because the cations moved away, leaving a non-con
~~~~--~--~--~------------------ductive silicate lattice.)
Then they tried tube crucibles from Degussa: commercially available zircania
(Zr0 2), a mixture of 90% Zr0 2 + 10% MgO, Ce~ + 50% day, a come9und with good conductiv.i!¥-
at row temperatures (500 to 600°C) called "ele<;tron-mass," and "Nernst-Mass" (85% Zr0 2 + 15%
(
~.'
'?"
~ ...~
Y203)' T
their tests are shown in Table 2.[
e "Nemst-Mass" ad the best performance. However, its resistance
'?~
ehaving in a similar manner as'the ceramics tieliaved with th ectr()l'c ~hl.1:1;' _cat~
current was draw
[)O<I~
moving away), which was proven by reversing the poiarityOfthe cell. Baur and Preis bu' t;i' attery ~th a
-;..---e3
~'
volume of 250 cm3.E2!ding eight tubes 10 ~st !he "Nerns~ a larger scale. The tubes were filled with .::;..1
~
FIGURE 2.
coke an9.JI1l.l!lg~ injlJ!l~~ti!ebath. With the tubes in parallel, the battery gave a steady-state ~~!
to be 10k"
which was O. V below the de 'r
erforrnance that was attained in the testS of single cells. The voltage 1
dropped to 0.65 V when a 0.070-A current was drawn, and the power of the'cell';as therefo;e 0.045 W/250
the "powe
cm' or@ WIl)rhe resistance the tubes was 12 to 15 n, and for the cells in parallel the resistance was
estimated
about 2 n. ~r and Preis pr£!i.ected that the resistance could be halved by reducing the thickness of the tubes
could mee
~,and that the battery size could be made more compact by half. which would give 0.8 WIl, but this'
value was still one order of magnitude too low. Because of this, the looked to . rove the "Nernst-Mass:' ,
2.3.2
They tried to ma e ceramics and turned to erium dioxide and day:. They found that conductivity
Weissbart
came at th{eiPense of h!r~n~hich was necessary for temperature resistance. With lithium silicate,
85% zr02
they improved the conductivity and temperature resistance of clay and porcelain, but still 'the resis~ce
of 2.5 cm"
was too high (10 n at 1100° for 60% porcelain, 15% cement, 15% lithium silicate. Therefore, they
was was 10
r c
at lOSOOC for 0% "Nernst-Mass:' 10% sintered'
returned to the "Nernst-Mass" and were
(see Fig. 2.
magnesia (as reinforcement), and 20% li!/:!.i..!!m silicate.' another mixture that was better t an t e one
flowed ov(
wttlilithmffi silicate (higher conductivity at lower temperatures), ~ combination of 60% "Nernst-Mass,"
hydrogen l
10% day (to escape the harmful Li-Si-AI eutectic point), and 300/<:E.thium zirfQnate>.Jh~..~e.- ..
The cell
was acceptable, leading Ballr and Preis to conclude that this compound would meet the requirements.
~
,---:-~-'-~---"~~.~~
hydmgen,
Unfortunately, it would be t;Qo expensive for practical use.
~ 20=and
, With this new electr<:iyte, B,~ur and Preis calculated the performance of ~~mal1 batte~~ in.}ig.
curves; an,
2.8, that couid~od~ 10 W/[1,ith tubes 6 cm in length, with O.l-cm wall thickness. e tubes would
at 1094°C,
e).
be filled with granulated iron (I mm, Fep4)' and the gaps in between would be filled with ir
Other t,
~ air, and Baur and Preis stated that it
Another tube w'Oi.iI<i'"be inserted in the elect; I .
hydrogen,
was essential that the air be used to recover heat. When scaled up, this battery could meet the demands
tested as t1
of power production with a power qensity 0 10 W/I (or 10 kW/m3). owever, the power density was
rate too fa:
still one ma nitude lower than that dee!?ed necessary by Sc 0
35, in Baur andPreis, 1937), who
of the met
projected that a fuel cell power station using solid electro ytes at hig temperatures had to have a power
the H 2/02
density of 100 kW/m 3 in order to compete with steam power plants. Baur and
owever, pointed
steam refo:
to the proposed "power station west" in Be .
al 0 1 kW/m 3. though the
anodeinvo
volumetric power den~itY;~ompetitive, economic considerations ere less
. 'stic u£!e~ess
within the
expensive materials were used in place of zircon'
e targeted cost of power production of

?f
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and Preis (1937) sketche
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estimated the volumetric power density
to b~a level competitive with t e 1 kW/m 3 of steam power plants. '

the '1:~~:!. station west" in Berlin ~as 234 Marks/kW, but with the solid electrotr!e Baur and Preis
estimated it to be 1000 Marks/kW. They concluded that practical solid electrolytes could be buj!Land----.

could meet the space requirements of pow~~

2.3.2 Weissbart and Ruka at Westinghouse Electric Corporation (1962)
Weissbart and Ruka (1962) at the Westinghouse Electric Corporation constructed a fuel cell that used
85% zrO a
0 as t i e and porous platinum as the electrodes. The cell had an area
o .5 cm z and O.ls-cm thickness (each electrode was ess t an 0.00254 cm or 0.001 inches thick) and
was was located at the closed e
ade of the same material as the electrol e (ZrO ) .8S(CaO) 15
(see Fig. 2.9). Pure oxygen at ambient pressure flowed over the cathode, and either hydrogen or met ane
flowed over the anode after first flowing through a water bubbler. The effect of water content in the
hydrogen gas on the open-circuit voltage was found to be near the theoretical performance at 100s°C.
The cell had been proven in earlier experiments as an oxygen concentration cell. As a fuel cell, with
hydrogen at the anode, the cell performed as expected with the cathode half-cell reaction being Oz + 4e
:i' 20= and not a peroxide reaction. The cell was tested between 800 and II OO°C to generate current-voltage
curves; an example of the performance at 0.7 V is a current rlf'nsity of 10 rnAlcm 2 at 810°C and 76 mA/cmz
at 1094°C with pure Oz and Hz (with 3 mol% HP) at pressures slightly above ambient (730 mm Hp gauge).
Other tests were done to determine the resistance characteristics with 3% and 46 mol% water in
hydrogen, showing that the increased water content had no effect on the resistance. Methane was then
tested as the anode fuel in a mixture of 3.8% methane, 2.1% water, and 94.1% nitrogen, but at a flow
rate too fast for the steam reforming reaction to reach equilibrium. Under these conditions, about 20%
of the methane was consumed, giving an open circuit voltage of 0.945 V, a value within 5 mV of that of
the Hz/O z reaction and 50 mV lower than that of the COIO z reaction. Slower flow rates allowed more
steam reforming, and the open circuit potential increased, reflecting that the reactions occurring at the
anode involved the Hz and CO from the reforming reaction rather than from CH 4 itself. Carbon formation
within the cell was found in other experiments with similar H 20lCH4 ratios.
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FIGURE 2.9 The fuel cell at Westinghouse Electric Corporation using a ~de electroh1e (Weissbart and Ruka,
1962). An 2vantage of the tubular design was that the reactant gases were separate.£. (Reproduced by permission
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Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell

Alkali metal carbonaW1were among the many compounds used during the development of ~
coal" fuel cellL but thexemerged from the other salts because of their compatibility with the Eroducts 2f
the oxidized fuel. The work was influenced by Baur and Preis (1937) in Switzerland, Davtyan (beginning
in 1946) in Russia, Broers and Ketelaar (1960) in the Netherlands, Baker et al. (beginning in 1960) at the
Institute of Gas Technology, and Douglas (1960) at General Electric Company.

2.4.1 Davtyan (1946)
With the goal of using coal gas as fuel, Davtyan (1946, in Ketelaar, 1993) chose to develop a high
temperature cell that would operate at 700"C with a solid ionic conductor as electrolyte. According to
Broers and Ketelaar (1960), who studied the works of DavtYan, this solicCdectrOlems influenced by
the work of Baur and Preis (1937). Just as ~lr and Preis investigated ixtures of rare earth (oxides of
rare earth metals), specifically "~ernst -Mass" (85% zr0 2 + 15% Y203) and added day and lithium silicates
(and other compounds), so also did D'}vtyan. mix compounds, devel~g a~ electrol~of
monazIte sand, sodium carbonate, tungsten tnoxH.ie, and soda (soda-hme) gla~ These compounds
~----~~--~~~~--~--~~~~
improved the c~ucti~ty and mechanical strength of the electrolyte (Broers and Ketelaar, 1960a).
Monazite sand is a phosphate miner-;U, cOfltaining cerium, Ianthanum/yttria, and thorium; it was baked
wit'iiSoaium carbonate and then baked with tungst~n triOXIde, with the excess sodium ca'?bonate forming
sodium wolframate (Na2W04). The electrolyte composition was "calcinated Na2CO], 27% monazite, 20% ,
W0 3 and 10% soda ass." After bakin ,the roduct c 'sted 0
a PO , Na2C0 3, Na20 4 , Na zSi03, anL_
oxides Ce0 2, La ,an
Broers and Ketelaar, 1960a).
roers and Ketelaar (1960a and 1960b) prepared electrolyte mixtures based on the work of Davtyan and
concluded that the electrolyte wastiot comEletely solid but wstt;:ad hag a liquid 'phase immob~jzed~~
solid matr~ They determined this state by testing different mixtures at different temperatures, finding
that the resistivity of the electrolyte depended on its temperature, which was between 650 and 750°C. From
their measurements and analyses, they detennined that the matrix was formed from the monazite ore, with

°
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the ~xides of lanthanum, cerium, and thorium rming from the phosphate salts upon baking. The liquid
pha~-;-as a mixture of phosp ates,
s, silicates of sodium, and sodium
e.~The electro ytes a reSIS IVltles 0
.6 Ocm at 700°C an 1.3 Ocm at 900°C. Davtyan formed thiS)
electrolyte into a disk (4 mm thick) ~n_d sandwiched it with porous electrodes; the anode w~~f _
Yo Ir
ower, 20 0 cay, an
0
e2 3' an
e ca 0 e w
20% magnetite (Fe30 4 ), 20%
clay, ~~-generator gas asfu-eI;t1lecetlpenoiman~ at 700°C was 0.79 V when a curren!,
~~2-!,was drawn.,
,,_"__
/

2.4.2 Broers and Ketelaar (1960)

e (Weissbart and Ruka,
coduced by permission
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with the products of
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rolyte. According to
e was influenced by
Ire earths (oxides of
and lithium silicates
trolyte consisting of
These compounds
ld Ketelaar, 1960a).
orium; it was baked
1 carbonate forming
27% monazite, 20%
>1a20 4> Na2Si03, and
lork ofDavtyan and
immobilized within
mperatures, finding
50 and 750°C. From
! mOI1azite ore, with

to.JkI
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alkali carbonates (lithium, sodium, and/or potassium carbonate) was impregnated into (porous sintered
~isk o~gnesiul!l oxide ~ The commercially available MgO was sintered at 1200"C, and the
volume porosity was 40-50%. After impregnating the electrolyte into the disk, which gave an electrolyte
content of 40% by weight, the electrode materials were applied to both sides of the disk as wders with
2 +
2 electrode
ith no olarization
thicknesses of 1 mm. TIi'e cathode was always silver (an ide
at 150 mA/cm 2 anci"SOO°C), and the best anode electrodes for ny rogen were platinum and nickel. The
most active electrodes for the oxidation of carbon monoxide were Pla. tinUm, platin;z,d iron 0' Oid<el,) , ,j
iron, and nickel. When ethane was use as fuel, steam was added to the feed, and the ni2.<el electrode . ~ J
catalyzed the Tnternal steam reforming into ~~is gas and also oxidiz~d the hydr~ carbon
monoxide for the fuel cell reaction.
- .1
The cells (10 cm ) were tested between 550 and 700°C on air and fuels such as town gas, hydrogen,
carbon monoxide, and natural gas, lasting several months under continuous operation. One cell operated
fo("'6 mon
n town as as fuel and air and CO 2 as the cathode feed, but its 0 en-circuit voltage
- - 5stm.hI X ~O V in that time because of a_ oss in t e e1ectrolyt which increased
the cell resistance from 0.3 to 1.5 ohm. The loss of electrolyte was caused by vaporization of CO 2, LkO,
Nap, and K20 and by chemical reactions with gasket materials; more of the reactant gases leaked through
'the MgO disk~d lo;-ered the efficiency and performance the electrodes.

ifJh

ot

2.4.3 Institute of Gas Technology (1963, 1965)
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2.4.4 General Electric Company (1960)

~~
,

J(S

Ro~s (1960) at General Electric u~d aYiorous el~trode to contain the electrolyWinstead of using
a matrix. The fuel cell that was constructed was a laboratory cell with a reference electrode to investigate
the performance of the diffusion electrodes. ~(!~trodes were porous metal bodies shaped as s~rt
~~ with one cl~d end; the silver cathode electrodes were made by sintering powders in graphite
OlQlds at ~ut 7~OO~. The electrodes were attached to the ends of alumina tubes. The porosities 'of
the nickel electro es were 34 and 40% (10-50 and 10-30 11m); of the silver, 42 and 50% (1-50 and
1-20 11m). Reactant gases were fed to the electrodes through the tubes at pressures (2 psig up to 5
psig) below that which would cause bubbles to escape from the electrode into the electrolyte. The
cathode, especially silver, was corroded when dissimilar metals (used for joining the electrode with
the alumina) were in contact with the electrolyte and oxygen. When nickel was used as both anode
and cathode, the open circuit voltage was low. Also, when CO 2 and He were fed to the cathode, a
current was still produced. The reason for these erformances was tha e oxygen used in t
ctlon
was su plied by nickel oxide, which was formed by the melt oxidizing the nickel electr~ . I?~s
predicted that a molten car onate fue ce I (MCFC) with free electrolyte and orous gas diffusion
electro es wou
e able to obtain higher current d,e!lsities tha~tlle matrix type (oeerating at higher
~~es) because the electrode spacing could be redu"ed. f~.: similar s!,~ings, the free electrol~e
type would have lower internal resistance.

\ )
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During the effort to develop a fut;l.cell that could use co ,alkaline lectrolytes were deemed uns . ble
ecause of chemical reactions that would lead to their de fa atlon (see Section 2.2). Howeve .
el
were h dro en, an alk me electrol e would be ver suitabl
ne advantage of using an alkaline
electrolyte was that ~lectrode materials besides noble metals (platinum) could be use.d with less risk of
~orrosion, especially_compared t~~<::id elect~. With a selection of different electrode materials,
researchers still had to develop electrode structures to contain the electrolyte, preventing jt from flooding.
the ele~...Davtya;~sed paraffi~acon developed an electrode with layers of two different pore sizes,
Justi and Winsel (1961) chose pore sizes in the DSK electrodes, and Kordesch (l968):jInd Niedrach and
Alford (1965) used Teflo~®. Another method of preventing the flooding of electrode; was to retai..JL.the-~
el~5,trolyte inra m;trix of ~bestos, which was done in the fuel cells of the Apollo space missions, a~
Chalmers Manufacturing Company, and for the Orbiter fuel cell (space shuttle).
."""'2:S
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(Davtyan, 1946, in Bacon, 1954 -'.-The electrolyte ~ an l!!lueous solution of potassium hydroxide
(35%), the hy rogen oxidation catalyst was activated carbon impregnated with silver, and the o~n
reduction catalyst w!s activated carbon impregnated with nicls.rl, The catalyst wa~r onto
a sheet of perforated steel plated with nickel, and the electrode was coated witb paraffin wax to make it
waterproof, repelling water from entering the' pores of the electrodes to prevent flooding. The perfor
~e ~11 a~m.£cm2 was 0.80 tij 025 y.
_A~

J

2.5.2 Bacon (1954,1969, 1979)

~r

In 1932, when reading an article about electrolysis, Francis T. "Tom" Bacon wa .
b a Sim
idea to that of William Grove - that the electrolysis ~fwater could
e\rersible  and thought that if
It were reverSI e t e energy conversion process would be more efficient than tH<I;t of the Carnot cycle
(Bacon, 1969). The fuel cell intrigued him greatly, and as an engineer for CA. Parsons & Co., Ltd., in
Newcastle-upon-T e, England, Bacon began to construct a cell, attempting to do € U iithout t~~
e ge of his su e or. He sent a proposal to the directors of the company five years later in 1937 and,
a er hearing nothing in response, was encouraged by a scientist to continue the development and
especially to repeat the experiments of Grove. In 1938, he built a small lass apparatus. In 1939, using
an n', erin a roach to desi n a fuel cell with economicall ~I:>le catal
(non-precious m~
and pr.,!&!!cal high-pressure equipment and seals, he constructed a cell oper~at 3~00 psi that had
pot!lssium hydroxide (27%) as electrolyte, a pure asbestos cloth as a diaphragm (Bacon, 1979, p. 7C),
and nickel gauze electrodes. The performance was 0.89 V at 13 mNcm 2, which was sustainable for about
1§.,minutes (Bacon, 1979). The KQJ!.e1ectrolyte all~e,use~o~-n:oble-me~ectrodes; with
acids, only noble metals could resist the corrosive enVIronments on the oxygen electrode. The gas was
dissolved in the electrolyte and fed to the electrodes.
Bacon resumed his research in the summer lof 194() at King's College of the University of London. In
that year, he constructed a two-cell system to achieve a more stable operation. The hydrogen and oxYgen
were produced in an electrolyzer and delivered to the electrodes in solution by the electrolyte. This battery
was operated at 200°C and 600 psi (41 atm) but was unable to reach th.ejOal of 100 mA/cm 2 at G.s;¥. 11
which he had decided would give hope for a practical source of electricity. In 1941, the work was halted
because of th~r.
Between 1946 and 1955, with the support of the Electrical Research Association, Bacon began
work at the University of Cambridge developing a cOE1plete fuel cell,E:stem., He and ~earch
~ociat(s d~~ped an electrode 4 mm thick witlftwo sizes of pores~ which"was calkd a "double
,layer" electrodyhe electrodes were made from _carbonyl nickel powder that was compressed a~
sintered i!La...!educing atmosphere. Two different grades of powder were used. On the gas side, the
'~
~ size_was about 30 Il.,m, and 'on the liq,uid side, much smaller pores of 1~ diameter, so a
pressure di erence of about 2 psi was across each electrode. The pres r difference ept the Ii .
e
rom entering the pores of the electrode and flooding'it. Likewise, the as was una e 0
throug the smal er pores on the Ii uid side because 0 the surface e '
f the electrolyte. The
cell reache 0.6 V at,1076 A/cm.!:.Jlt 240°C (Bacon, 1954). The electrolyte was 45 wt% potassium
\
h droxide, th~ operafii\g temperature was sta~dized at 200~ to prolong the s~vice l~
t ousands of hours, an t
as reduced from 600 to 400 psi (41 to 27 atm). The
--~ '"
performance was 0 mAlcm2 at 0.8 V. 400 psi, and 200° {Bacon, 1979).
~-ti.-Ol-' "
acon and his researc aSSOCiates solved the problem of the oxidation of the oxygen electrode that J\
~,
had caused a gradual degradation in the performance of the
ever a period of 25 to 30 hours. It r\.l\~
took more than a year to develop the solution to th corrosion problem, which was to treat the nickel I)" VI
electrode with air at 7GO°C, thereby oxidizing it and al owing it to orm a nickel oxide coating. This
coating, although able to protect the electrode, prevented it from conducting electrons. Bacon and his
colleagues were able to improve the condUctivity of the nickel oxide, however, b~n[!t Wlt1'i hfhn!\}J.,
creating a p-type semiconductor. The electrode, after having been sintered, was soaked in a solution of
lithium hydroxide, dried, and then heated in air at 700°C for a few minutes.
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FIGURE 2.1~ with the 6-kW fuel;iUtack, presented in 1959. (Copyright Hulton-Deutsch Collection/Corbis.)

FIGURE2.1l
stack. (Courte~
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In 1954, at an exhibition in London, Bacon demonstrated a six-cell battery that produced 150 W,
operating at 15 b<l!J600 psi) and 200°C, and having electrodes 5 inches in diameter. Because of a' .
ot commercial interest in the technology, the work WiiSOlscon!i:?l!ed jn 1255.
In 1956, Bacon and his staff of 14 began development of-a;T<!rger batter)1j{o show that a practical size
of battery could be built." It would ha~ased on the same design. The researchers received
support from the National Research Development Corporation to do work at ¥arshall of Cambridge
Ltd. (an industrial organization). The cells were 10 inches in diameter, and theb:rttery had a control
system. After three years, the battery, shown in Fig. 2.10, was completed. It produced 6 kW, which was.-.
used to power a fork-lift truck, welding equipment, and a circular saw.\.However, even after the successful
demonStration, the worl<:was ended because no comm rclilf a hcation could be foreseen.

As the work was progressing on th o-kW fuel ce
ste, two licenses were taken out on the patents;
in 1956, one was take
na Moos Laboratories, a research organization, ~nd in 1959 Bacon
learned tha Pratt & Whitney AircraffDlvisio of United Technologies Corporation had taken a license
on the patents.
A company was formed in 1961, called ner Conversion t., hich be~o develop fuel cells that
could be produced commercially. In 196, ews reached him about the efforts of Pratt & Whitney to
d~p a fuelcell to supply power to th--;;-;-uxiJiary units of the Apollo space module, and Bacon knew
tnat was the turning point for the technology (Ba~9).

I

m

11 t

25.3 ~ Spa~ Missions (19~

~

~

Pratt & Whitne Aircraft be an develo in the fuel cell ower lant Ii
e Apollo Command and Service
Module in March 1962 (Morrill, 1965). The fuel cell was model PC3A-2
d three were used to supply
the electri;;=ity for .~-9_r:!~~~~~~~~d_c;o_m._I!l!llli<:ations (~i t~e g"lodule, ~w.dl as ~ed~
crew thiOUgl'loiifthe two-week ~ to _f!1~!!!9PI1' The PC3A-2 had a mass of 109 kgIJ40 ~
an~approximately 57 em (22.5 inch s in diameter and 112 em (44 in 
height. T e el cells w~re jettisoned before re-entry into the atmosphere. Figure 2.11 shows the fuel cells
being assembled.
The average power required during the mission was approximatfy~
cell was designed to operate with' _7 to 31 V' the power range oDrz[b~3-:;'to::-T14""2'rt'i~or a period of at
least 400 hours; with thi redundan
e fuel cell module would be able to supply the electrical power
to the~ft iftwo ofthe fue cell modules were lost. The maxi~er was 2295 W at a minim]Jm...~
voltage of 20.5 V (Morrill, 1965). At the maximum temperature~, the fuel cell producee: V
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FIGURE 2.11 Apollo fuel cell systems being assembled by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineers. The lower half is the
stack. (Courtesy of UTC Fuel Cells.)
..,

:ollectioniCorbis.)
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roduced 150 W,
,ecause of a lack
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160
at the nominal temperature of 204°C, the fuel c~e~d
Wars ay and Prokopius, 1990).
e ruel cens were 6a.§ o:[ll!e~n of Bac~sing@al porosity~~nd a pressure
difference to control the interface ben.veen the folas reactant and th~ liquid ek.>;toolyte. A change from
Bac~gn was th~ the el!IIJ}nation of electrolyte circ~. The po~ h~?r'?~de electr~yte
was maintained at a pressure of ~.£.~a, and the hydrogen and oxygen
fed at a pressure of§9£§ia.
Compared to the Ba~l, the 0 eratin ressure 0 t e C3 , but to com ensate for the
performance, the otassium hydroxide concentration was hi
aised from 0 to 75% Warshay and
Prokopius, 1990). Also, the temperature was rai~ed to 260"C. The electrode materials and structures 9f
the o!iginal Bac.0~ce~ were kept: €.J-porosity sintered_ n~ckel for the,anode an~ lithium-doped~ickel
oxide for the <:.atQ.Qfit!. Thirty-one cerrswereusOOTn each fuel cell module,\ " , i' '_ '
. ~ea~were removectJJtom the cell by the hydrogen gas stre<lJ!l, with ~the amount of mass and
I
\"'"
'"
, heat transfer controlled by the amQ!!Di of excess.gas.Jlowing in the closed-loop hydrogen recin:;ulatiQn
s};S!em be 0
the requirement f~r' electricit¥:, The heat was removed in acCoiiani-Ser with g!x.cQJJ and
some of the heat from t e glycol was used to pre!:te<!1 the hydrogen and oxygen reactan..Js from the
cryogenic temperatures before reaching the fuel cell stack. Water content was controlled by the fixed
temperature of the hydrogen gas exiting the condenser (Ferguson, 1969). The pH of the water was
maintained between 6 ang..a-'so that the water would be drinkable.
'"
I The developmental modules
passed the qualification tests of endurance, operating with load in a
vacuum environment for 360 hours. The effects of environmental conditions were also teste~
i liriear acceleration, soaking in low temperature at -20"F for 48 h~rs without load, soaking in 95%
, variable vibration loads on three
humidity and temperature u to l30°F for 240 hours wit
and
cycles; these series of tests had!lO adverse
fuel cell.
/ ) axes tor'IS
The s t , e life requirement of two years was met and exceeded, showing that the materials
r@litant ~ degrad~tion.
at a current densi

0
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2.5.4 Justi and Winsel and th
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Justi and Winsel (1961) started their research in 1 3 and focused on the electrodes for hydrogen and
and pressures below 4 atm. Their gas diffusion
oxygen fuel cells operating at temperatures below 10
electrodes were named "Doppelskelett-Katalysator"((l5Ouble Skeleton Katalyst, DSK) lectrodes because
the catalyst, considered askeleton itselF, was held by skeleton that provide mechanical stability, form,

a

4
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and electrical con uctivity. The hydrogen electrode was developed before the oxygen electrode, and it
use Raney nickel, an active hydro enation cata! 5t that was insensitive to impurities in the gas feed. To
prepare t e catalyst,@o alumiiii.iiTl{Alfiind5O% nickel (Ni) ~~rem~!!~1_~nd then cool,:? The cooled
alloy was pulverized, ifui fhe l\l was leadied by'!:o~gi~n~ t.hese "Illicroskeleton" graifls of nickel catalyst
large surface area and high activity becauseorriiftice~~ The "l'!!ecrosJg~leton"w~ a su~~ort skel(!.!pn
made 0 . carbonyl nIckel owder ressedanasrntere Into the shaDeOftFie-erectrode, rovldJDg.m€€httnical stabili~y and electncal conductivity for th "microskeleton" c al st particles located in its pores.
The oxyge,!! electrodes were more challenging to develop because of theEctilitY2f !}aney silver (~)
alloy, which made it difficult to ulverize the metaL Friese (referenced by Justi and Winsel, 196Q) dev:rlopid

-·~~~~~;,~~~~~;;~-~~~itT~~~~~~0:~·----~--~
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arne _~~~ n e aneys ve ~!:I.:!~ng35%~weightAl u~...<:r_'!J)r(:>te:'~iv~<:oatiE-!S~f(:=aCI2~
in a graphite cruciJ:~~ng 65% Ag, and then mixing. The mixture was cooled and E~~rized,_a.Ild th~_
Agpartrc~eter 50-100 11m) were combined with IE nickel mlJ,·_tid~s of 5 to lQ!-lm and O.5...par1--.
. d 50 !Q...~10
'T' C
- d e, 15 grams 0 f t h e power
dmIXture
'
--CI partlc
. Ies sIZe
K
lorm a 40-mm eIectro
were h ot
2
~ssed at 37~ 10 tons (1 ton/cm ). A coating of nickel (2 grams) was applied onto the elect;:;;de
t-;;-;e~ce tnegaspermeability through the electrode, for;)i;;-ga "doubre~Iayer eleCtrode:: and the electrode
was leached in lONKOH at 8()OC. The final weight was 0.94 g/cm2 imd O])5glcm 2 Ag (5:3% Ag by weight)_
Dittm~~t~L(1963) described al1~ther more ad'V~!I.c~amet6od-~f prepara'tionin which 35% by
weight Al was melted under a protective coating of CaCl2 in a graphite crucible and then 65% Ag was
added. The silver was in the ~ phase, and the aluminum was in the a phase; potassium hydroxide was
added that attacked both phases, resulting mostly in Raney silver in the ~ phase. By melting above 800°C
and quenching below 100°C, the metal became brittle and textured. The Raney silver catalyst was
pulverized and mixed with nickel powder, and the mixture was hot-pressed between 300 and 500°C and
1 ton/cml to form a nickel matrix supporting the catalyst in its pores. Potassium hydroxide was used to
activate the electrode.

2.5.5 Electrolyte Matrix by the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing
Company {1962}
The fuel cells deVeloped at the Allis:-Chalmers Ma ufac ur' Com an used a "electrol e vehicle ,~
porous matrix, to hold th a kaline electrolyte statlOnar(Wynveen and Kirkland, 1962). Fuel cell systems
were rna e SImp er wit an lmmo ilized electrolyte, ~hich did away with the pumps and tubes of the
circulation system. The matrix, made of sheet asbestos (as thin as 0.01 in or 254 !Jm). was filled witb..a
controll~ volume of the electrolyte before being sandwiched by the hydrogen aI1d~"clectmdes.
both made of porous sintered nickel sheet (0.028 in thick) impregnated with a mixture of platin~
jlalladium. The pores of the electrodes were larger than those of the matrix, so because of the lower
capillary"potential associated with the larger pores, the electrolyte remained within the pores of the
matrix. Also, making the electrodes wetproof was unnecessary because of the electrolyte vehicle. There
fore, this design used the electrolyte vehicle to contain the liquid instead of using the electrode as was
done in Bacon's double-porosity electrodes and Justi and Winse!'s double-skeleton and double-layer
electrodes. The three layers together could have measured as thin as 0.066 in (0.17 cm), but the battery
also included plates for gas distribution, support, and water transport membranes.
The pores of the asbestos sheet had a "high capillary potential;' which means they required a high
pressure to force a gas bubble through the largest pore in the matrix. With the matrix separating the
hydrogen and oxygen electrodes, it required a pressure difference of 100 psi to force the gases through
the pores of the asbestos to the opposite electrode. In simulations for space applications, the cells were
tested with accelerations over ten times that of gravity, in zero gravity, and with shocks, tolerating these
conditions and maintaining a constant performance because of the immobilized electrolyte. Water was
removed from the cell by the hydrogen stream, and the removal rate could be adjusted by changing the
gas flow; the oxygen was fed into a nearly dead-ended compartment A battery of four cells, with total
electrode area of 217 cm2 (33.6 in2 ) could give an average of 0.8 V perCell at a current densi!r of 108 "'
mAlcm 2 (l00 A/ft2) at 65 ± 3°C and 0 to 5 psig.
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which produced
In 1955, joined the National ~Ca~bon Company (whiCh merged with the Union Carbide
Corporation in 1955) and began developing be,tter carbon electrodes fur tHel c~lIs, benefiting from the
technical expertise in carbon production. Four cell configurations were designed - the first
based on tubular electrodes, and the last two used flat plate electrodes. The firs~ e~
hydrogen flowing through one tube and oxygen the other, with KOH electrolyte surrounding
tubes, and with electrical current collec
t the ends of the tubes. The second design had one
inserted into a larger tube to give concentric cell, nd because the outer tube had ;Jarger surface
it was used as the air electrode. This concentnc cell had a hi~er volumetric power density because
more co~ct d.~.ign, and it had a low~stance polarization because cur~ collected along
n&th of the tube rather than at its ends.
.
1960, the tubes wer;Superseded by plate electrodes, 6.35 mm (0.25 in) thick, that were easier to
''iOhatteries in terms of current collection and gas manifolds. The~i&.n (in 1963)Used
electrode, 0.56 rum thick (22 mils), to obtain a "fixed-zone" where the reactions would
1he porous carbon was the electrochemically active layer and porous nickel plaque was the
support and an electrical conductor (Kordesch, 1968, p. 401).
all-carbon electrodes (used in the first three designs) were made from a mixture of base carbon
lampblack) and a binder (e.g., pitch or sugar), and the mixture was extruded to produce tubes or
produce plates. The electrodes were baked to remove the binder, which left a porous material,
baked again in a CO2 atmosphere for several hours to increase the internal surface area of the
The electrodes were soaked in a solution of metal salts, dried in air, and heated again in a CO 2
to 700 or 800°C. (For example, a salt made with 1.5 g cobalt nitrate, 3.5 g aluminum nitrate,
rnl water would form the spinel, cobalt aluminate, when heated.) The electrodes were wetproofed
immersed in solutions of waxes or high molecular weight paraffins. To make the planar
electrodes, the nickel plaque was sprayed with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) to make it
a mixture ofPTFE and inactive carbon powder was sprayed onto the nickel as an intermediate
)and then polyethylene and active carbon were sprayed onto the intermediate backing layer.
~electrode was pressed at 1000 psi between 130 and 140"C.
the tubular cells reach~ 0.8 Vat 50 mAlcm2 • With the planar composite electrode,
was 0.8 V at 100 mAlcm2 at 65°(: and atmospheric pressure, with 9 N KOH
When the air pressure was 15 psig, tile cell could give 0.8V at 200 rnA/cm 2• The electrolyte
circulated through the cell. The Union Carbide alkaline fuel cell stack is shown in Fig. 2.12.
.
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General Electric E ctrodes with Waterproofing (1965)
Electric, Niedrach and Alford (1965) used
ter roof Teflon® i the electrodes to achieve
··~~;.ng:' establishing the gas-electrolyte interface.
is development was tested with low
~elIs using aqueous electrolytes to control the extent of the electrolyte permeating within
effective at ambient gas pressures and with a thin electrode (between 5 and 10 mils). The
~sata~L~:tt.~m bl~~~L~<!..t~~n"press:d ~n4..?in!:r.ed_ont~2!.. s£reen (nickel,!.
fo form the electrode, the screen was sandwiched by two films of Teflon mixed with
he catalyst facing the screen. One of the catalyst films was prepared on a film of Teflon.
were prepared by spraying a Teflon suspension diluted with water onto a foil in a circular area
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FIGURE 2.12 The_Union Carbide~<'; fuel cell with th "thin electrode" technology. his was used in a fuel
cell-powered van in 1967. (Reprinted with permission from SAE paper 670176. opyng t 1967 Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc.)

5 by 5 in2, heating the foil to evaporate the water, and then pressing at 350°C to a thickness of 1/8 in.,
allowing the Teflon to sinter and to reject the wetting agent. The film with the catalyst was prepared by
mixing 0.3 g of platinum black with Teflon on a foil, spreading the mixture uniformly, and then drying
at 250-350°C. The screen was placed over the spread, and the second spread placed on top of the screen
with the catalyst mix facing the screen. The sandwich was pressed for 2 minutes at 1800-3000 psi at
350°C to sinter the Teflon. The aluminum foil was dissolved by warm 20% NaOH. The electrodes had
a catalyst la er om osed of 35 m Pt~!.~!hld5J~fl2E!_~.~j~h was ~~~~ Th1lon film of
1.6 mg Teflonl<::!!l2:This type of electrode is shown in Fig. 2.13 .
....:.::---. ~-.- ... ..- .... ...
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Thealkal"
active catalysts so that the pressure and ti._
the operating pressure was dropped to 4 bar absolute an the temperature was reduced to 93°C. Platinum
was used for __ther::z=?
anode (with a loading of 10 mg platin . per cm2 ), and platinum was alloyed w.!$..gold
J

-:;;;;::::::0:=

FIGURE 2.13 The electrode on the left has Teflon to control the degree of wetting by the liquid electrolyte (Niedrach
and Alford, 1965). (Reproduced by permission of The Electrochemical Society, Inc.)
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for the cathode (20 mg platinum per cmZ ). Both catalysts wer=e.=b;;:ou=n=d=b=£:::::PT;;.,F~E~on~t;.;:o:.-:n~ic==k~e:1s;;;c~re:;:e::n::...:;st~at
were plated with gold for protection against corrosion. The Vo potassium hydroxide electrolyte was
held in an asbestos matrix (Warshay and Prokopius, 1990).
-------
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r2i Th~ct Methanol Fnel ccll)
In the 1960s, the ho e for a "direct" fuel cell emerged again, but instead of using coal, the fuel w
methanol. Methanol, as opposed to coal, could be electrochemic
oxidized at the electrodes. At the
time, methanol was being used in fuel cells in irect y,' under oin steam reformin to produce hy<;!rogen;
bu ,1 a fuel ce cou use met ano irectly to produce electricity, then the fuel reforming step could
De circumvented, allowing for a simpler system.
Before the major efforts of the 1960s, there was an instance of the use of methanol by Kordesch and
Marko (1951). They described the development and performance of new carbon electrodes and identified
"new possibilities for the building of fuel cells;' such as the use of aldehyde (formaldehyde) and alcohols
(ethanol and methanol) as fuel. The electrical current from alcohol was lower than that of formaldehyde,
";,hich could supply a small current of 0.3 mNcm2 at 0.8 or 0.9 V using carbon electrodes ~e
.el~trolyte of KOH.
Direct methanol fuel cells were developed by researchers at Shell (Williams et al., 1965) and ESSO
(Tarmy and Ciprios, 1965) with aqueous acid electrolytes that wo~ld not react with the CO z produced
in the electrochemical reaction. Alkaline electrolytes were tested by researchers at Allis-Chalmers
(Murray and Grimes, 1963), who expected the degradation of the electrolyte by carbonate formation
but also recognized the better compatibility of materials. FOT methanol oxidation on the anode, catalysts
bas~d on alloys between noble metals were more effecfv
e metal catalysts, and Binder e~
(i965) stu Ie different combinations in both acid and alkaline electrolytes. In 1992, research was
revived f~lIowing the techmcal improvements of the solid polymer fuel cell, as scientists at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory developed a direct methanol fuel cell using the same solid polymer electrolyte
(S~mpudl et aI., 1994).
. ..~~-.~~~,.---~
.

2.6.1

hell {1965} and ESSO (1965)
At Shell Re~hornton Research Centre), Williams et al. (1965) chose acid over alkaline

~

signed with more
n-based catalysts,
o 93°C. Platinum
aUoyed with gold

~ctrolyte (Niedrach

~he electrolyte because it was unaffected by the carbon dioxide £roduced in die m~ oX1~
reaction. Also, with acid electrolytes, the water removal from the fuel cell was simpler. Because of Uie
differen't directions of ion transport in the acid and alkali electrolytes, water was produced at the cathode
with acid, and it was removed by the excess air flow. On the other hand, for an alkaline system, the water
was produced at the anode, where there was no gas flow, so the only way to remove it would be to have
it diffuse through the electrolyte to the cathode, where it could be removed by air.
Of the different acids, sulfuric was selected over phosphoric because, at the low operating temperatures
(60-70°C) intended for the system, sulfuric acid had higher conductivity, and the oxygen electrodes used
in tests performed slightly better in this acid.
Shell turned to the direct methanol-air fuel cell after deciding that their 5-kW demonstration hydro
gen-air fuel cell system was too complex, operating on hydrogen produced from methanol and purified
by a palladium-silver diffusion membrane. To minimize the corrosion of materials with an acidic
electrolyte, the researchers chose to operate the cell at a low temperature, around 60°C, which would
also minimize the methanol evaporation in the ambient pressure cell. At low temperatures, inexpensive
plastics could be used as cell materials. For both anode and cathode, the catalyst could be applied to the
electrode surface, which had a thin layer of gold as a conductor coated over a microporous polyvinyl
chloride substrate (Williams et al., 1965). (The value of the gold-PVC substrate was $1.50/ft2 .) Shell used
platinum-ruthenium for the anode and platinum for the cathode (Andrew and Glazebrook, 1966). (This
could be done on two sheets of plastic or on both sides of one sheet of plastic. The electrolyte would
circulate on one or both sides of the fuel electrode.)
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An eight-cell prototype was built in 1963 and produced 3.15 W at 1 A; after two years, it could still
produce 2.85 W at 1 A, an indication of the durability of the materials. It used sulfuric acid electrolyte
(6 N) with 1 M methanol mixed and circulated with electrolyte. A fuel cell stack with 40 cells was
constructed and produced 300 W at 12 V and 60°C. In both fuel cell stacks, the circulating electro
lyte-methanol mixture emitted an ester-like odor, which upon analysis was found to contain formalde
hyde and formic acid, intermediates that were expected, and also traces of acetic, propionic, butyric, and
isobutyric acids, which had a source that had yet to be identified. These compounds had a poisoning
effect on the anode catalyst, so a better catalyst was needed that could suppress the formation of these
side reactions while also being effective for methanol oxidation.
The ESSO Research and Engineering Company developed direct methanol-air fuel cells with th~goal
of delivering a portable battery" for military communications systems to the U.S. Army Electronics
aoTatones ('larmy and Ciprios, 1965). The work began in 1962, and by 1966 they had demonstrated
a 60-~, 6-V unit that was self-sustaining. The cells used 3.7 M sulfuric acid electrolyte, and a control
system added water to maintain the acid concentration. Methanol concentration was 0.75 M whic was
foun to be optimum, an it was contro e y a diffusion membrane that limited the diffusion to a~
ele~'I'he current was proportional to the c<mcentratlon. The tempe~atur;range "was 60 to 80°C,
which could be regulated by the air flow rate that controlled the water removal. Ambient temperature
air was supplied by a small blower and then humidified in a water economy unit that had a mois~
permeable membrane seEarating the countercurrent flows of fresh, ambient air and warm, wet exhaus~
air. The elt;£trodes were sUJ;2ported by 52 mesh tantalum screens, 4 mil thick, on which 25 mglcm2 oL
a~ode catalyst was press~, and for the cathode, 9 mglcm2 of platinum mixed with Teflon.
A demonstration unit produced 82 W at 6.0 V and 13.6 A, with the stack producing 99 W (7.0 V~
A), and the control systems consu~in.a 15 W of the 17-W parasitic power loss. In continuous operation,
the performance dropped to 60 W at 6.0 V.
At 60°C (140°F) for a single cell, terminal cell voltages of 0.50 V at 54 mAlcm2 (50 Nft2) and 0040 V
at 108 mAlcm:J.)OO A/ffl) were attained. In the 16-cell battery with larger electrodes, the performance
wa'S"50 mV less than the 0046 and 0.31 V in the same size electrodes. In separate studies of a 16-cell
module, Tarmy and Ciprios found that low methanol concentrations and high methanol conversion
levels caused the electrodes to "starve;' increasing polarization from 0.30 V at 4 vol% inlet methanol
concentration to 0.44 V at 1 vol%. However, a lower methanol concentration could improve cathode
performance because less methanol w'ould migrate to the platinum cathode where it would be oxidized •
-....
~
by the air, causing a mixed potential at the electrode and reducing the efficiency of the cell. Air ~~
betwe~ two and ten tim~s stoichiometric,variable in that range depending on the tem~till~ control '
~~--:.
(water removal) needed. ' - - -

-----

2.6.2 Alkaline Electrolyte: Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company (1963)
....
Murray and Grimes (1963) at Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company (Research Division) developed
a methanol fuel cell with an alkaline electrolyte, potassium hydroxide. The methanol was mixed into the
potassium hydroxide to give an electrolyte concentration of 6 M CH 30H and 6 M KOH. For the anode,
because the oxidation of methanol would produce the intermediate formate ion on platinum catalyst,
palladium was added. Palladium by itself was a poor catalyst for methanol oxidation, but the platinum
and palladium mixture performed well as the anode catalyst, oxidizing the methanol to carbonate. Nickel
plaques supported the anode and cathode catalysts. Two cathode catalysts were tested, with the silver
metal and the cobalt oxide spinel (COP4) showing adequate current capacity for operating in a fuel cell.
The cobalt oxide spinel did have a limitation because its performance was deactivated after flooding
conditions and the subsequent adsorption of methanol, which would happen if the oxidant supply were
stopped or during shutdown.
Small single cells, approximately 40 cm 2, were used for life testing to investigate the long-term perfor
mance at different temperatures with the cell voltage held at 0.3 V. The performance gradually decreased
over a period of 70 hours at 60°C and 94 hours at 30°C because the hydroxide was converted to carbonate;
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IS identified as the main cause of the decreasing current density while the silver cathode improved
of better wetting characteristics. The performance of the anode could be "regenerated;'
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. Catalysts and Electrodes
eta!. (1965) tested noble metals (Ru, Rh, Pd, Os, Ir, Pt) and their alloys as half-cell electrodes in
and acidic electrolytes. In potassium hydroxide (KOH, 5 M"" 5 N), the most active Raney-type
at 50 mAJcm2 and 80°C was Pt, followed by Pd, Ru and Rh, Ir, and Os. The performance was
when using sulfuric acid (H2S04, 2.25 M"" 4.5 N), with the most active Raney-type catalyst
foUowed by Ru and Ir, Pt, Rh, and Pd (50 rnA/cm2 and 80°C). The polarization of the Pd
acid could be reduced by alloys, and the addition ofRu (50 wtOfo) caused a drop in polarization
(Pd) to 459 mV (PdRu alloy) at 25°C and from 570 to 290 mV at BO°C. Platinum alloyed with
gave the best performance of all alloys in H 2S0 4, having a polarization of230 mV at 50 rnAl
80°C. In a test of durability for 600 hours, the PtRu in acid supplied 2000 mAJcm2 with a
ization of about 420 m V. (In a 1968 paper, Liebhafsky and Cairns noted that the metal
nearly 200 mg/cm2, a detail covered in an earlier paper by the research group.) Binder et al.
that the high activity ofthe alloy was attributable to the magnetic susceptibility that allowed
sorption of all reactants, noting, though, that magnetic susceptibility data were unavailable
However, they acknowledged that the methanol oxidation mechanism was still unclear.
oxidation mechanism on platinum in acid was reviewed by McNicol (1981). It involves
of the methanol on the platinum catalyst, dehydrogenation, and oxidation of the molecule
dioxide. The intermediate step of dehydrogenation produces a molecule that is a poison to
Slowing down the next step of oxidation. Therefore, to improve the performance of the
have improved resistance to poisoning by the dehyrogenized molecule or have improved
of the molecule.

~afion® Electrolyte: Jet Propulsion Laboratory (1992)
~
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Verbrugge (1989) of the General Motors Research Laboratories modeled the transport of methanol
across a Nafion 117 membrane to determine the extent of the "chemical short" that would occur in a
methanol fuel cell using a solid polymer electrolyte membrane. The transport coefficients used in the
model were based on model fits to experiment data taken from a diffusion cell (no migration or
convection). The membrane was treated with 1.0 N sulfuric acid and the cell temperature was 25°C. With
the model results, Verbrugge concluded that a new membrane system should be investigated.

2.7 The Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell

.----.-.--..

~-~

..--.--..

---

The phosphoric acid fuel c~ was developed to use natural gas, but with the fuel first chemically reformed
to produce hydrogen. Because a byproduct of the reforming reaction was carbon monoxide, which would
lower the efficiency of the anode, the fuel cell temperature was raised to increase the rate of carbon
monoxide removal. (Phosphoric acid could be used with platinum electrodes at temperatures above
100°C. but sulfuric acid could not because it would be chemically reduced in the presence of platinum.)
Besides the improvement in the performance of the fuel cell, another advantage of using higher temper
atures was an improvement in the heat management of the fuel reformer; the chemical reaction that
produces hydrogen from natural gas is endothermic, so the heat from the fuel cell supplies the energy
required to sustain the reforming reaction.
The development of the phosphoric acid fuel cell occurred during the TARGET program, which met
its goal in 1975 of demonstrating the technology as electrical power systems for homes supplied with
natural gas. The fuel cell systems produced 12.5 kW of electricity, and after the program fuel cell power
plants of megawatt (MW) size were tested. The use of carbon in the fuel cell as catalyst support decreased
the amount ofplatinum necessary for the electrodes, decreasing the cost ofthe fuel cell to acceptable levels.

2.7.1

Pratt &. Whitney Aircraft Division and
Progratn(1967-1975}

FIG
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The culmination of the TARGET program (Team to Advance Research for Gas Energy. Transformation)
in 1975 was the demonstration jf!~!!1.~2.f:p~bQ.~ ·--;;rZeTIS~~~~E!!ltQIL.I11!!I:l!~tgasOrAppleoy
and Foulkes, 1989). The program was initiated in 1967 by Pratt & Whitney Aircra
IVlSlon of the United
Technologies Corporation. responsible for developing the fuel cell, with s£onsorship ~ u.~.~as
co~nies that wanted a share of the electris!.!L market at a time when heating for homes~g
shifted toward electricity and away from natural gas. (A utility in Canada also sponsored the research;
in 1972, two gas utilities in Japan joined.) The fuel cell woUld allow their natural gas to be converted to
electricity for on-site power for commercial. industrial, and residential applications. The electric power
of the fuel cell was rated at 12.5 kW, the maximum power required by a residence, and the goal of the
gas utilities was to lease the unit to homeowners. The units were to provide, in addition to electricity,
heat, humidification and purification of air, and waste processing.
12.5-~ fu911 developed in the program, and shown in Fig. 2.14, was called the
"PC-ll':l(PowerJ.;ell-ll). It operated on hydrogen produced from natural gas, propane, and light
distillate liquid fuels by the steam reforming reaction. Heat was supplied for the endothermic steam
reforming reaction by burning the excess fuel from the anode of the fuel cell. The reactor was located in
the same unit as the fuel cell, but the DC-to-AC inverter was in a separate unit.
Sixty PC-II units were tested in the U.S., Canada, and Japan by the end of the program, with each
site operating for about three months to identify the environmental effects on the fuel cell, system
reliability, and response to peak demands, as well as economic and business factors. The PC-ll was a
prototype, and it exceeded the targeted cost of $ 150/kW (1967) because of its high platinum content. Its
service life was also shorter than the goal of 40,000 hours.
The PC-19, a I-MW phosphoric acid fuel cell system, was tested in 1977 (see Fig. 2.15). This model
incorporated lower platinum loadings in the electrode because of carbon supports. The PC-19 produced
698,000 kWh in 1069 hours of operation, giving experience for the future 4.5-MW units.
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2.14 The PC-ll 12.5-kW residential fuel cell developed during the TARGET program. The unit on the
the fuel cell and the natural gas fuel processor, and the unit on the right is the electrical inverter.
of UTC Fuel Cells.)
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2.15 The PC-191-MW plant, with the phosphoric acid fuel cells contained in the upright vessels. Carbon
as support for the fuel cell catalysts, reducing the platinum loading. (Courtesy of UTC Fuel Cells.)

odemonstration units of 4.5-MW AC were constructed in New York and in Goi, Japan, with 240
stacks as building blocks. The plant in New York (Manhattan) never did produce power because
and licensing delays and technical problems with the stack (reactant crossing between
because ofvoids in the electrolyte). However, it did receive a license to operate, showing that
plant could comply with standards and codes. It was to have operated in late 1978 and to have
testing in 1979, but after numerous delays and extension, the project was terminated in 1985.
Goi plant was installed for the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) within 38 months of
and the construction cost was $25 million (1980 dollars). It produced 5430 MWh over a
of 2423 load hours between 1983 and 1985 (Shibata, 1992). The electrical efficiency was 36.7%
n the higher heating value (HHV) of hydrogen and on the electrical output after the DC-to
(Anahara, 1993), Twenty stacks (with 439 cells each) operated at 2.5 bar (2.5 kg/cmZ)
(Shibata, 1992).
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FIGURE 2.16 The Il-MW plant in Goi, Japan based on PC-23. The fuel cells are contained in the upright cylindrical

vessels. (Courtesy of UTC Fuel Cells.)
The 4.5-MW power plants led to a larger demonstration of an ll-MW power plant (scaled down from
the original plan of 27 MW) in Goi, Japan. The goal was to examine the suitability of fuel cells using
natural gas as a "distributed" or "dispersed" power source and also to lead the technology to commer
cialization (Shibata, 1992). The 11-MW plant, shown in Fig. 2.16, was constructed for TEPCO by Toshiba
using 18 stacks (model PC-23 producing 670 kW each) from International Fuel Cells (now UTC Fuel
Cells). Construction began in January 1989, and the designed power level of II MW was attained in
April 1991. The fuel cells operated at 7.3 bar gauge pressure (7.4 kg/cm2 gauge) and 207°C, and the net
electrical efficiency was 41.1 % (HHV of hydrogen, after inverters) (Anahara, 1993).

2.7.2 Japanese Companies and the ~oonlight Projec!::1J981-1992)
-~~--~~-------

\

~~

At the same time that phosphoric acid fuel cells were being demonstrated in Japan, Japanese companies
were developing their own fuel cell technology with support from the government (as reviewed by Appleby
and Foulkes, 1989). The goal of the M~ Project in Japan was to develop en~~~rsi~f~~~
with efficiencies ~er than those attai~Q.l~jn, ~.??~~I~!?~ll,~e~~_l1!>Jogy ~~sreJ'T~ ,
t~~ect to the M~light ProjeS!,.as part of ~:rear pl~ de,:<:l~£f.'t:r~l ce!LIJ2,~~,L.f>lants
of the l.:MW scalej ' Phosphoric acid fuel cell technology receiveathe majority of the funding"'bffiVeen
1981 and 1986 ($30 million out of $44 million; 1985 dollars, 250 yen == $1.00). The goal for phosphoric
acid fuel cells was to demonstrate two 1-MW power plants operating on reformeq fuel~ in 1986. In 1987,
the project was extended to 1995 because of advances in molten carbonate fuel cell t~chnology.
The 1-MW power plants could be generated by either "dispersed" or "central" construction. Mitsubishi
Electric Company and Fuji Electric Company were to ~uild together the fi5:wer:;pr~~~
dispersed ~~.ha Corporation were to build together the hig er
pressure~tral type. While working together to construct the power plant, the companies
also pursued their own technology independently; by doing it this way, they expected to have a greater
number of combinations of technologies from which to choose when settling on the final design.

2.7.3 Use of Carbon
The phosphoric acid fuel cell was made economically feasible when carbon was found to be stable in the
fuel cell environment, according to a review by Appleby (1984). Although the carbon oxidation reaction
was favorable thermodynamically, it was unfavorable kinetically. Even in the conditions of the phosphoric
acid fuel cell (an acid electrolyte, an oxidizing reactant, and temperatures above 150°C), carbon was
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found to be chemically stable. The other characteristics such as corrosion resistance, electrical conduc
tance, high surface area, low density, and low cost made it a breakthrough in the development of the
phosphoric acid fuel cell. Carbon, in its differently fabricated forms, was first used in endplates (graphite),
then in current collectors (carbon felt), then in electrode substrates (an electrode), and ultimately in
catalyst supports.
The first application of carbon, around 1968-1969, was as endplates (also separator plates) in the
form of machined graphite. By around 1970, carbon felt or carbon paper was used as a current collector.
The current collector had been a gold-covered tantalum screen, which could be considered a two
dimensional sheet. It was envisaged that the current collector could be a three-dimensional sheet, with
a thickness that could be used to control the interface between the electrode and the electrolyte. This
was a concern because of the boundary of the electrolyte as well as the change in electrolyte volume
with the different operating conditions; the consumption of electrolyte required a reservoir to replenish
it, and the production of water required a reservoir for the excess to be stored. Trocciola (1975) used
a hydrophilic material (carbon paper) as a pathway to allow the reservoir electrolyte to reach the
electrolyte held in the matrix (pressed asbestos 20 mils thick). (Today, the current collector is also the
electrode backing substrate.) Between 1972 and 1973, carbon was used as the electrode, acting as a
substrate for the catalyst layer.
Before carbon was used as a support for the platinum catalyst, it was first used to "dilute" the catalyst
with the hopes of increasing the catalyst surface area. Without carbon, the catalyst had been bound to
the current collector by PTFE with the lowest loadings around 2 to 3 mglcm2 because of mixing between
the two substances. Dilution with carbon did allow the platinum black to be applied in continuous layers
down to 1 mglcm2. With more carbon, though, the platinum was buried, leading to poor utilization.
Therefore, this method was unsuccessful in increasing the catalyst surface area.
The surface area was increased by altering the way in which the catalyst was prepared. It could be done
by depositing the platinum onto the carbon, using the carbon as support. About 1973-1974, at United
Technologies Corporation, furnace black (Vulcan XC-72 produced by Cabot Corporation, the most
conductive ofcommercially available furnace blacks) was used as carbon support for the platinum catalyst
at the cathode. This furnace black had a surface area of about 250 m2fg, and its surface properties when
combined with Teflon dispersions (e.g., DuPont Teflon 30) were excellent for use in phosphoric acid fuel
cell cathodes and anodes at 150°C.
The most successful impregnation method was developed in 1973-1974 by Petrow and Allen (1976)
at the prot;-.teJ;: Company. Earlier methods had involved impregnating the support with, for instance,
chloroplatinic acid, and then reducing it by either a solution-phase method or in the gas phase after
drying. \!!~Pr:Q.totech method could produce colloidal platinum particles 15 to 25 angstroms in §ize.
The problem of carbon corrosion was addressed by Kinoshita and Bett (1973, 1974) at the Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Division. These researchers tested Spectra from Columbian Carbon Company and
found that in phosphoric add at 135°C, the corrosion current was produced from the oxidized carbon
compound initially present on the surface and then by carbon oxidation to carbon dioxide. The oxidation
was worse at higher temperatures. Using cyclic voltammetry to measure the electrical charge on the
electrode surface, they found that treating Vulcan XC-72 at temperatures between 2000 and 2700°C
decreased the amount of oxidized species that were present in the "as received" form.
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~he Solid Polymer FU~ c~
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In light of the difficulties of sealing and circulating a liquid alkaline electrolyte, the solid polymer
electrolyte for a fuel cell was perceived as simpler. However, it was still necessary to manage the liquid
water in the system, removing product water' from the cathode in order to prevent flooding' while
simultaneously maintaining the amount of water needed by tIle membrane for conducting protons. The
solid polymer was an acid, which would allow use with CO2 without reacting with the gas as would an
alkaline electrolyte. The solid polymer fuel cell was developed at General Electric (Grubb and Niedrach,
1960) and provided on-board electrical power for the Gemini Earth-orbiting program. A new polymer
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formulation (Grot, 1972) improved the performance and durability of the electrolyte, and with improve
ments in electrode fabrication (Raistrick, 1986), the fuel cell was seen as the type that could be made
practical, especially for road vehicles (Prater, 1990). The challenge was to overcome the detrimental effect
that CO, a byproduct of the hydrogen extraction reactions, would have on the platinum-based catalyst.
A technique called "air bleed" (Gottesfeld and Pafford, 1988) was developed that would make it possible
for this type of fuel cell to operate on hydrogen derived from alcohol or hydrocarbon fuels.

2.8.1

Grubb and Niedrach at General Electric (1960)

Grubb and Niedrach (1960) developed a fuel cell with a solid ion-exchange membrane electrolyte in
1960. The ion-exchange membrane was a polymer sheet, 0.06 cm thick, made of cross-linked polystyre'lle
with sulfonic acid (HSO}) groups at the ends of the side chains and bound with an inert binder. According
to Grubb (1959. in Grubb and Niedrach, 1960), the membranes, inti!!: hydrogen form, had a conductivity
equivalent to that of a solution of 0.1 N (Normal, 0.5 M) sulfuric acid, H 2S0 4, But to maintain high
conductivity, the membrane required water (100% humidification at 25°C), so the inlet gases were
bubbling through water and humidified. Although the membrane was soaked with water, the acidity was
not diluted because the membrane rejected water when it was saturated.
Two types of cells were constructed, a smaller one ("Type 1") with an active area of 25 cm 2 and a
larger one ("Type 2") with 50 cm 2 active area. The Type 1 cell, because of its smaller area, was used to
compare the performances of screen and foil electrodes pressed against the membrane with only the
pressure exerted by the flanges at the periphery of the housing. With platinized nickel screen electrodes,
the Type 1 cell reached higher current densities than it did with platinized platinum and palladium
electrodes. When the screen (0.0076-cm or 0.003-in.-diameter nickel wire) was rolled to give a thickness
of2 mil (originally 6 mil or 0.015 cm), increasing its contact area with the electrolyte, the cell gave the
best performance of 0.75 V at 2.5 mA!cm2 on hydrogen and oxygen (after 10 seconds; at steady state it
produced 1.6 mNcm 2 at the same load resistance). The open circuit voltage of the cell with Hz and O2
was 0.90-0.96 V instead of 1.23 V, and the loss was identified as occurring at the cathode, referencing
the non-reversible potential of an O 2 half-cell in sulfuric acid solutions at room temperature.
The Type 2 cell with a radial-flow backing plate (flow field plate) and nickel screen electrodes, shown
in Fig. 2.17, was used for tests of longer duration. A IS-hour test was run to determine the effect of
carbon dioxide on cell performance, and with a fuel mixture of 33 mol% Hz and 67 mol% CO 2 , the
performance of the cell remained at the same levels as shown on a polarization curve. All of the tests on
both types of cells were conducted at 25° ± 3°C.
Grubb and Niedrach noted that because the membrane had low permeability to gases, was solid, ana
was thin, it had advantages over the electrolytes used at the time. Because it had a low gas permeability,
the membrane electrolyte acted as a gas separator. The electrolyte, as a non-leachable solid, would not
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FIGURE 2.17 These photographs show the Type 2 fuel cell design, assembled (left) and disassembled (right), with
an ion-exchange membrane as electrolyte that was developed at General Electric Company (Grubb and Niedrach,
1960). (Reproduced by permission of The Electrochemical Society, Inc.)
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require pumps and controls for circulation. The total multilayer thickness of less than 1 mm increased
the "space factor" or power density, which "compensate[edl for the lower current density of this cell
relative, for example, to that of Bacon:' In their future work, Grubb and Niedrach wanted to improve
the contact between the electrodes and the membrane and also to achieve a higher potential for the
oxygen reduction reaction.
General Electric Company registered the Solid Polymer Electrolyte® (SPE®) as a trademark name, and
when the technology was sold in 1984, transferred it to the Hamilton-Standard Division of United Tech
nologies Corporation. (From the Hamilton-Standard Division, the technology was moved to International
Fuel Cells - now UTC Fuel Cells - a unit of United Technologies Corporation.) Today, this type of fuel
cell is generically called the solid polymer fuel cell (SPFC) or the proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell.
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2.8.2 Gemini Space Missions (1962)

~.-~

~

The main electrical power source for t two-man Gemini vehicle wa
ce I built by eneral Electric under contract by M~ Corporation--roster, 19fu
hydrogen and oxygen reactants were stored cr 0 enicall , and the water product was used as dri~
wa er or the crew on long missions. The first mission with the fuel cell wa~wl:jich flew August
........
21-:29,12£,5._.
-----.--E_" .
The power system consisted of three stacks of fuel cells, each with 32 membrane and electrode
assemblies (Cohen, 1966). The membrane was a polystyrene sulfonic acid electrolyte mixed with a
Kel-F® (a registered trademark of 3M Company until 1995; polychlorotrifluoroethylene) backbone.
The membrane was covered on both sides by titanium screen electrodes, which were coated with
platinum catalyst. The anode side of the membrane and electrode assembly was enclosed by a titanium
sheet bonded at the edge of the membrane, forming a manifold for hydrogen gas. The cathode side
was left open for the oxygen gas. On the outer face of the titanium sheet were two loops of tubing for
the coolant, and in between each pass of the tubing were wicks to remove the product water from the
cell. (The water moved by capillary action within the wicks to a collecting point made of felt, and the
water was separated from the oxygen by a porous ceramic plate and stored in a tank.) The cells were
stacked so that the tubing and wicks of one cell made contact with the oxygen electrode of the adjacent
cell. Three stack modules were encapsulated by a vessel that was insulated with foam for vibration and
noise damping and for temperature controL
The system operated at low temperatures of 21 DC (70 D F) and low pressures. The hydrogen gas was
pressurized at 0.12 bar (1.7 psi) above the water vapor pressure (water used for humidification), and
oxygen was at 0.035 bar (0.5 psi) above the hydrogen pressure. The reactant gases were humidified prior
to reaching the membrane because the conductivity of the polystyrene sulfonic acid membrane was
dependent on water content. Besides being added to the system, water was also produced in the reaction,
accumulating within the pores of the electrode, flooding them, and decreasing the fuel cell performance.
Therefore, the electrodes were made wetproof by PTFE, which was also used to bind the platinum catalyst
to the titanium screens, and wicks were inserted into the electrodes to pull water away from the cell. The
difficult management of water in the system was a reason for the selection of an alternative fuel cell
technology over the solid polymer fuel cell for the later space programs (Warshay and Prokopius, 1990).
The~ p~ced-l-kWi&2~ Y'f av~ In tests for durability, the cell voltage decayed at
a rate of 1 to 5 mV per hour mostly beCii."use of degradation within the membrane. The average perfor
mance of one of the stack modules during the mission was 26.5 V at 16 A on Day 1, rising to 27 V at 16
A on Day 8. The lower voltage on the first day was attributed to the water imbalance caused by the low
current used when the fuel cell was in standby mode before the launch.

asker

2.8.3 Nafion Polymer as Electrolyte (1972)
disassembled (right), with
any (Grubb and Niedrach,

Grot (1972) at E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company introduced a polymer named ~XR" that was stable,
able to wltfistand the chemIcal degradation mechanism with HP2' which would destroy membranes
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based on polystyrene (as was used by General Electric for the Gemini stacks) within a short time. With
the XR membrane and its stability, fuel cells could be used in long-term service in space (Biosattelite
Program 1966-1969). This membrane's chemical and temperature stability derived from the PTFE
backbone. It could be produced with an equivalent weight of 1150 to 1200, which would give a good
compromise between the electrical (resistance) and mechanical (tensile strength) characteristics of the
membrane because of water absorption. Grot also proposed using a supporting fabric to increase the
mechanical firmness of the membrane. The limited stability of diaphragms led to the use of nonselective
porous diaphragms such as asbestos. But the XR diaphragm could withstand chemicals (sulfuric acid
and halogens, with the exception of fluorine) up to l200e and temperatures up to 200°C. The XR diagram
was a strong acid, and could be workable. This polymer became known as Nation®, a registered trademark
name of E.r. du Pont de Nemours & Company (Grot, 1975).
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2.8.4 Los Alamos National Laboratory: Nation in Catalyst Layer (1986)
Raistrick (1986) of the Los Alamos National Laboratory devised a method to make electrodes that reduced
the amount of catalyst required to attain a current. A proton conductor was incorporated in the electrode
structure, and thus the rotens within the catalyst la
ou
n tIcte to the membrane. This idea
came from the differences in surface area measurements using cyclic voltammetry in which an electrode
with 0.35 mg Pt/cm2 electrode showed only 0.1 cm2 Pt per cm2 electrode when bonded to a solid polymer
electrolyte (Nation 1117) but ~200 cm 2 Pt per cm2 electrode when in contact with 2.5M H 2S0 4, The
catalyst side of a conventional electrode was painted with a solution of 5% Nafion made soluble by
alcohols and water, and after the solvents were evaporated the electrode was pressed against the mem
brane. Another process was spraying the electrode with a 1% solution of Nafion and determining the
number of layers that were required to improve conductivity; the performance level with 32 coats
remained the same as that with 16 layers. The polarization of the electrode was comparable to an electrode
with 4 mg Pt/cm 2 pressed onto the membrane.

2.8.5 Ballard Power Systems (1990)
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Ballard Power Systems (Prater, 1990) began development ~lr~~~ fu~-c lliecllno!og in 198~
under contract to e an Ian epar ment 0 atlOnaefense, whie> ad determined in 1983, with
uldbe
HQlbldn
~c:c~
the CanadIan NatIonal Research Council, that the technolo
as ef1I1~. The first goal was to develop stack hardware to operate on hY~r:ogen an..d air
(as well as pure oxygen), and the second goal was to demonstreration on products of reformed
hydrocarbon fuels. In developing the hardware for the
("MK 4;' with an active area of 50 cm 2 ),
improvements were made in distributing air to the ac
e-porous cathode, in removing water
produced in the reaction, and in designing the manifold for cells in a multi-cell stack. An example of the
performance on Hz and air is 0.7 V at 500 A/ft2, using hydrogen at 1.15 stoichiometry, air at 2.0
stoichiometry, 50 psig, and Nafion 117 as the membrane electrolyte. To test the feasibility of using
reformed hydrocarbon fuels, gases were mixed to simulate the composition, with H2 , 25% COi0.30/0
CO. A selective oxidation reactor was used to lower the fraction ofCO in the gas stream, and a CO-tolerant
catalyst was incorporated with the platinum on the anode. At 400 A/ft2, the cell voltage was 0.67 V (single
cell, 30 psig, 185°F, Nation 117), which was 95% of the performance achieved on H2 and air.
The strategy to lower the cost of the fuel cell was to use less expensive materials and to use materials and
fabrication techniques that could achieve higher performance. Graphite replaced niobium, which had been
u;a in tile Gemml fuel cells, as the material for the flow field Plates. In 1987, Ballard tested a new membrane
produced by Dow Chemical Company that allowed the cell to produce four times the current compared
to that allowed by Nation at the same cell voltage. With improvements in the fabrication of membrane
electrode assemblies with Nafion 117, the limiting current density at 0.5 V was raised from 1000 to 1400 Nft".
The power density was increased by a factor of 4.63 with the next generation of fuel cell hardware
(MK 5), which had an electrode area of 232 cm 2 (0.25 ft2). This improvement was a result of a more
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the coal and the electrolyte rather than between the coal and the oxidant, making it an "indirect" fuel
cell. Another problem with this cell was that the alkaline electrolyte would degrade because of the
carbon dioxide in the product of the oxidation reaction. Baur and Ehrenberg used hydroxide, carbon
ate, silicate, and borate as electrolytes; with carbonate electrolytes, the feeding of carbon dioxide to
the cathode helped to reduce the concentration polarization, which Baur and Brunner discovered in
1935. Containing the molten carbonate electrolyte was difficult to manage, however, so Baur and Preis
developed a fuel cell with a solid electrolyte using "Nernst-Mass," which was a mixture of zirconia and
yttria compounds.
By this time, the four types of chemicals that are used today as electrolytes had been used in fuel cells:
acid, alkaline, carbonate, and oxide. Although the first acid fuel cells used sulfuric acid, phosphoric acid
was more stable at high temperatures and was used in the fuel cells developed during the 1ARGET
program. In the 1960s, the General Electric Company developed a fuel cell that used a polymer with
sulfonic acid functional groups as electrolyte. Alkaline fuel cells were developed by Bacon, and the
technology was modified by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft for use in the Apollo space missions to produce
electricity for on-board use. Different methods were devised to prevent the liquid potassium hydroxide
electrolyte from flooding the electrodes, such as double-porosity electrodes, wetproofed electrodes, and
an electrolyte matrix.
The modern development of the molten carbonate fuel cell electrolyte was influenced by Davtyan,
who used mixtures that he presumed were solid but were shown by Broers and Ketelaar to have been
a combination of molten and solid phases, including compounds of carbonate, phosphate, tungstates,
and silicates, and a solid phase of rare earth oxides. Broers and Ketelaar chose carbonates over other
compounds because they were compatible with the products of the reaction with hydrocarbon fuel.
The Institute of Gas Technology and the General Electric Company continued research into molten
carbonate fuel cells. The truly solid electrolytes of Baur and Preis were tested to determine mixtures
that would be the most conductive, and Weissbart and Ruka at Westinghouse Electric Corporation
chose zirconia and calcia.
The direct methanol fuel cell was a return to the hope of oxidizing fuel directly. Sulfuric acid was used
as electrolyte, and, because the electrolyte was circulated through the fuel cell, the fuel could be delivered
with the electrolyte. With this method of fuel delivery, methanol could also reach the cathode and react
on it, decreasing the performance of the electrode and the cell. For the catalyst, platinum alloyed with
ruthenium showed the best performance. After the development of the solid polymer fuel cell, researchers
used the solid polymer membrane as electrolyte and revived the prospects of developing a practical direct
methanol fuel cell.
The first solid polymer fuel cell of General Electric was difficult to operate because of the membrane.
To maintain conductivity, the membrane had to contain water. Also, the service life of the membrane
was short because the membrane degraded in the oxidative environment at the cathode electrode. With
the Nafion membrane of the DuPont Company, the service life was extended because of the stable fluorine
chemistry of the polymer. An improvement to the performance of the fuel cell was made by incorporating
Nafion in the catalyst layer to give the electrolyte continuity between the catalyst and electrolyte, which
increased the catalyst surface area of the electrode. Also, carbon supports for the catalyst, a technique
developed for phosphoric acid fuel cells, improved the surface area for a given amount of catalyst. The
flooding of the electrodes could be managed by wetproofing the electrodes with PTFE, as was done with
alkaline cells.
The solid polymer fuel cell was deemed the most appropriate type for use in road vehicles because of
its compatibility with the reaction products of hydrocarbon fuels, its low operating temperatures, and
its high power densities. Prior to the development of the solid polymer fuel cell, the phosphoric acid fuel
cell had been considered the technology best available for use in a bus. An alkaline fuel cell system was
used by General Motors in a van to determine the feasibility of a fuel-cell-powered vehicle. The reactants
were hydrogen and oxygen, stored on board, and the fuel cells were stored under the floor of the van 
a design used today.
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